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£>e M'ndfulof the JOndness of Others,

Repay the Kjndness W'th Gratitude.

Today, we sec an increasing number of people around the
world starting to practice £)uddhism but many do not understand
what itis and thus cannot truly benefit from it. buddhism is a most
virtuous and perfect education directed by the £)uddha towards
all sentient beings in the universe. Jt covers a boundless range of
phenomena and principles that is much broader than what is cur
rently studied in modern universities. |t is an education of the wis

dom and understanding of life and the universe and is not a relig
ion.

Mow can we tell that E>uddhism is an education? Today, the
terms teacher and student arc only used in school, f^irst, we call
£>uddha Shalcyamuni our Original Teacher. |n the sutras, those
who listened to him were called students and this is what we call

ourselves today. This teacher-student relationship is only found
in education.

Another reason that £)uddhism is an education is also to be
found in the sutras, where we learn that the students would ask

questions of the £>uddha, who would often reply in turn with an
other question to help the students realize the answer themselves.
]f the students did notthoroughly understand, orthought that we
would not understand, they would aslc for further clarification.
This is essentially a classroom discussion, j lease understand that
£>uddha ^halcyamuni simply taught; he conducted neither cere
monies nor rites.

£>uddha ^halcyamuni's teachings can help us to understand
whu we live as we do and how we can change and uncover our wis

dom butthis is not the worldly wisdom we think of today. Rather it

is the ability to perfectly comprehend the true reality of life and
the universe. Onc wno has perceived this wisdom is called a Duddha, which means wisdom and enlightenment. £>uddha 5nakya2

m

uni, told us that all sentient beings possess this innate wisdom

and ability, so all beings are equal. &ut, although we are equal in
origtr\j presently we cannot see this because everyone's wisdom
and abilities differ.

|n our society, there are those who are intelligent and those
who are not, those with great ability and those with less. This is
due to our varying degrees of delusion. Our innate wisdom and
abilities are thus temporarily lost, however, if we can break
through this delusion, then we will be able to recover these abili
ties.

W^ often read in the sutras, which are recorded teachings of

E)uddha ^hakyamuni, that £>uddhas do not directly help sentient
beings. They can only assist from the side by explaining how we

delude ourselves. /\fter realizing this, it is entirely up to us to dili
gently put his teachings into practice so that we may then become
5

£>uddhas. AccompIishing this is attainable by all sentient beings,
however, a teacher can only educate us about the principles, tell
us of his or her experiences, and suggest various methods for our
practice and attainment. The rest ultimately depends upon us.
Wc are the ones who need to be enthusiastic and diligent in order
to attain achievement.

Once we comprehend that £>uddhism is an education, we will
then see why in learning centers where this is understood, we do

not regard the £>uddha or £>odhisattva images as gods to be wor
shipped, practitioners make offerings to these images for two rea
sons, f^irst; we do so to remember and repay our gratitude for this

truly great education that we have so fortunately encountered in
this lifetime.

The second reason we make offerings to the £>uooha is to

follow the examples of the virtuous. £>uddha ^hakyamuni was an
4

ordinary person like usj yet, he reached enlightenment. What is
there to stop us from achieving this as well? Therefore, his images
serve to remind us every moment to advance diligently towards this
goal.
The {j)uddha anc| J^odhisattva images are not to be re

garded as gods or objects of superstition. The images of the
£>uddhas, who are perfectly enlightened beings and £>odhisattvas
who are enlightened sentient beings, have many appearances.
This has often led to the misconception that not only is bud
dhism a religion, but one that worships many gods. These per

fectly enlightened beings and enlightened sentient beings repre
sent infinite wisdom and virtuous abilities that cannot be com

pletely represented by merely 1name. The names of the perfectly
enlightened beings represent these complete, innate, and virtuous
abilities already within our original-nature. The names of the
5

enlightened sentient beings represent cultivation of different vir
tues.

We said earlier that £>uddhism is not a religion. Why is it not
a philosophy, an academic study? j hilosophy is just one course
that is offered at a college oruniversity. £)uddhism is a whole uni
versity in itself. |t includes many areas of learning not just one. |n
regards to time, it encompasses the past, present and future. |n
regards to space, itencompasses everything from our daily lives to
the infinite universe.

We need a profound, intuitive comprehension to truly under

stand the reality of life and the universe. £>ut, we are deluded, be
cause we see everything in opposition to each other, not knowing

that in reality everything is actually one, not two. This delusion is
why we are leading lives of suffering and why the 5,x Realms exist.
The wisdom and virtuous abilities in our original natures have yet
6

to be uncovered, so all our views and ways of interacting with life
are incorrect. \he erroneous acts committed due to these incor

rect views and ways of interaction have resulted in the suffering of
reincarnation within the 5'x Realms of heavens, demi-gods, hu
mans, animals, hungry ghosts, and hells. The goal of the £>uddha's
teachings is to help us to break through our misconceptions, to be
awakened, to escape this suffering to obtain happiness. What do
we seek? Jerfect GompIete j^nlighten ment.

There are three stages of enlightenment. First is "proper
Enlightenment JJ\n our world, there are some very intelligent and
wise people who have attained higher realization than most people
have. f~1owever, although they may have reached a certain level of
realization, the £)uddha would not recognize their knowledge as
the proper enlightenment, because they have not severed their af
flictions, the conditions that cause pain, distress and suffering.
7

These individuals still dwell on the rights and wrongs of oth
ers, on greed, anger, ignorance, and arrogance. They still harbor
wandering discriminatory thoughts, and attachments, jn other
words, their minds are not pure. Without the pure mind, the mind
without discrimination or attachments, no matter how high the level
of realization one reaches, itisstill notthe proper enlightenment.
|n buddhism, the standard for proper enlightenment is the
pure mind from which wisdom arises. |t is the wish of all £>uddhas
that we attain this proper enlightenment. This is the level of
/Vhats. They do not have illusory or misleading thoughts and

views. They do not dwell on the rights and wrongs of others, oron
thoughts of greed, anger, ignorance or arrogance. On'y w,*h this
proper enlightenment can we obtain true happiness and transcend
the sufferings of birth, old age, sickness, death, hardships, the in
ability to have what we want, separation from our loved ones, and
8

association with those we dislike or even hate. And these occur in

the human realms, one of the higher realms in the cycle of birth and

death. Most of our time is spent in the lower realms where the suf
fering seems eternal and the lifetimes seem never-ending.
j racticing £>uddhism is to accord with the teachings and to
understand the root cause of our problems thus to rid ourselves of
wandering discriminatory thoughts and attachments. We then can
uncover our pure mind, in turn giving rise to true wisdom, which is

proper enlightenment. Therefore, perfectly enlightened beings
and enlightened sentient beings would not recognize worldly wis
dom, as it lacks the pure mind, the proper enlightenment. (Jpon
attaining this proper enlightenment, we will have the ability to tran
scend the endless cyclesof reincarnation.

Whether talking about the £)uddha's education or worldly
education, it is essential to understand the concept of delvine
9

deeply into one method in order to attain achievement. This is es
pecially so in buddhism.When we truly wish to learn effectively we
need to follow only one teacher and to practice only one path to
ensure a smooth journey. When following two teachers with two
different paths, we are bound to become confused as to which

path to take, following three teachers catches us at a T street
and with four teachers, we are stuckat a crossroads. Today, peo
ple like to learn a lot, but they often fail to attain a good result.
The problem lies with being caught at those crossroads, confused
as to which one to take. Wc need to follow just one teacher and
concentrate on just one method to succeed and attain achieve
ment in our practice.

What is this achievement? Attaining purity of mind. (Jpon
achieving some degree of purity of mind, we will have fewer afflic
tions and thus an increase in true wisdom, enabling us to solve
IO

problems in this world and beyond. There really is no way to solve
problems without this true wisdom, therefore, it is essential in lead
ing happy and fulfilling lives and on a broader scale, helping us to

solve society's problems.
We need to break free of our own views to attain this wisdom

for without it, we could misinterpret the meanings within the sutras.
Jf we are able to do away with the mind of selfishness, then true

benefits will be ours. W'th proper enlightenment, only when we
have no ego or self-attachment, will we be able to differentiate true
from false, proper from deviated and beneficial from harmful. With
out breaking through our own views, we will not have these abilities.
(J)ne level above proper enlightenment is "I qua/ana [roper

f^." P qual means equal to the £>uddha, but not yet achieving
fj)uddhahood. This is the level of a £>odhisattva. Vqual and
proper enlightenment requires us to break through one degree of
I I

ignorance, to attain one degree of £)harma body, the original true
body. At this point, the way we view the reality of life and the uni

verse is ^cry close to that of the fj)uddhas. After breaking
through the ^c-ry last degree of ignorance, perfecting wisdom and
enlightenment, we achieve the third level, the perfect (^omp/ete
EnlightenmcntJi'that is £>uddhahood.
fVom the intrinsic nature of £>uddhism, we realize that the

purpose of our practice is to seek wisdom, different methods arc
practiced by different people but the results or the level of the
state of mind are the same. Therefore, to criticize other schools

would be to slander both £3uodha ^hakyamuni and his teachings

for all these methods were passed down to us from him. (Choosing
any of these methods will enable us to attain achievement. | low
can we say that one isbetterthan another?
AmonSall these different methods, we just need to know how
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to choose the one that is most suitable for us. j^irst, it needs to be

suitable because if we chose a method that was beyond us and
was difficult to practice, we would not easily succeed. Second, it
needs to be appropriate and convenient for our manner of living
and third, it needs to be compatible with modern society, because
we cannot separate ourselves from the world or from other people.
£>ut regardless of which method is chosen, it is essential to be rid
of egotism and attachment in order to obtain the benefits or else
all our efforts will be in vain.

Oncc we clearly understand the goal of the £>uddha;s teach
ings, we will view the sutras differently. These sutras are a vast

collection and in order to obtain their benefits, it is necessary for
us to know and understand its essence, which is the true reality of
all phenomena, the true reality of life and the universe. [__ife refers
to ourselves; universe refers to the living environment that sur13

rounds us. |t would be incorrect to treat the teachings as an ab
stract, obscure learning that had nothing to do with our daily lives
because every word in the sutras closely relates to our daily living.
£>uddhism teaches us how to live in harmony with the true re
ality of life and the universe. |n other words, we live perfect and
wonderful lives similar to those of perfectly enlightened beings and
enlightened sentient beings. | his is the true, ultimate, and perfect
Mahayana teaching. T° practice buddhism, we 5tart by:
£>eing filial and respectful to parents, teachersand elders,
having the great compassionate mind,
Nurturing our thinking and wisdom, and
broadening our minds to care for all sentient beings.
Although in sequence they can also be practiced simultane
ously, as each encompasses the others. De,ng filial includes com
passion and wisdom; nurturing wisdom includes filial piety and
14

logic.

Oncc we have a general understanding of the teachings, how

dowe apply them daily? f^irst, we need to know what each £)uddha
and [f)odhisattva represents. )f we do not, then £>uddhism will be

reduced to mere superstition. AH Duddhist sutras contain these
values, characteristics, and the ways of practice; therefore, learn
ing only one sutra is sufficient, however, we need to know how to
understand and apply the teachings effectively in our practice.

We will better dong the teachings when we enter a way place,
where we will see a container of water on the £)uddha table. The

clear water symbolizes the principle that our minds need to be as
pure as the water; to be void of greed, anger and ignorance. |t is
calm without a single ripple indicating that we relate to other peo

ple and situations with the serene and non-discriminating mind of
equality. A'50) it is pure and calm, reflecting clearly and thoroughly
15

just aswe would see everything around us in a mirror.
Offerings of flowers symbolize the cause as the h>\ossoms re
sult in the bearing of fruit, reminding us that there are conse

quences to our every thought, word and deed. Lamps or candles
symbolize wisdom and brightness illuminating the darkness of our
ignorance. The images of lotus flowers symbolize transcending the
Ten Realms of existence, f^irst it rises through the mud at the bot

tom of the pond, which symbolizes the 5,x Realms of birth and
death. Then it rises through the water, which symbolizes the f^our
Sage Realms, finally, it breaks through the surface of the water
completely transcending the Ten Realms, reaching the one true
£)harma realm, the stage of ultimate enlightenment.
The lotus flower teaches usthatalthough we live in the world,
we should not become polluted by our surroundings. The lotus
flower above the water symbolizes that one day, all beings, from
\6

those in the hell realms to those who are Oodhisattvas, will have

Perfect (Complete Enlightenment. The £>uddha realm exceeds
the Tcn Realms and to become a Duddha is the ultimate goal of
our teachings. 5°> when we see the lotus flower, we are reminded
to practice the teachings as well as to transcend the Tcn Realms.
(Jsually in the center of the main hall of a way place, there are
statues of one E)uddha and two £)°dhisattvas representing our
self-nature and our original entity. The two £>odhisattvas repre
sent the virtuous abilities within ourself-nature; understanding and
practice. |f the £)uddha in the middle is £>uddha ^hakyamuni,

then the two figures on either side of him will be Manjushri 2>odhisattva and (Jnivcrsal Worthy £>odhisattva, respectively repre
senting wisdom and application. Thus, understanding and practice
are combined into one.

|f the hall has the three sages of the Western pure [_and with
«7

£)uddha Am'tabha in the middle, representing self-nature; then
the two rigures on cither side of him will be Gfeat Gompassion
£>odhisattva and (jreat Strength £)odhisattva. They respec
tively represent compassion and wisdom, completely symbolizing
infinite wisdom and virtuous capabilities. 5°) we again sec that
£>uddhism is a teaching.
There arc profound teachings within the names of the

£>uddhas and £>odhisattvas. The name £>uddha ^hakyamuni
tells us the principles of his education. ",5hakyaw means humanity
and kindness. "Mun,w means purity of mind. The teaching of these

two values is advocated because many people lack compassion
and kindness, thus they are selfish. 5eptient beings lack purity of

mind and constantly dwell in wandering thoughts, greed, anger, ig
norance, and arrogance. AnH D°dhisattva who becomes a Dud-

dha in this world will be named ^hakyamuni to teach us the remedy
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for our problems. Once the representations of the Duddha and

E)odhisattva images are intuitively understood just by looking at
them, we will perfectly comprehend the goal of the Buddha's
teachings.
The main principle of our practice is awakening, proper
thoughts, and purity. An initial step in our learning is to Take
Refuge in the Tnple Jewels. After we have the compassionate
heart to Take Refuge in the Triple Jewels by accepting, learning,
and practicing jf)uddhism, we request a L^harma Master to pass

on the principles and goal of practicing L)uddhism. The Tnp»e
Jewels are the £j)uddha, I^)harma and the ^angha. When we take
refuge in the £)uddha, we are returning from our deluded state of
mind and relying upon an awakened, understanding mind. When
we take refuge in the Johanna we are returning from incorrect views

by relying upon proper views and understanding. When we take
\9

refuge in the ,5angha, we are returning from pollution and
disharmony and relying upon Purity of Mind and the 5,x
harmonies.

The latter help us to get along harmoniously with others. Not
only are these applicable within a Ouddhistcommunity but also in
any organization or group be it a family, a nation, or the world.
The first principle is to share the same goals and views. P veryone
in this group shares similar thoughts and views, providing the foun
dation for living in harmony. ]f everyone has different views and
ideas, then conflicts would be unavoidable, making the group dis
cordant and worse.

The second principle is to abide by the same precepts and
rules. There are both broad and narrow meanings within the word
"precept." The narrower meaning includes upholding the five or
ten layperson precepts, monk or nun precepts, or P)odhisattva
20

precepts as well as the P)uddha's teachings. |n a broader sense,
abiding by the precepts includes abiding by codes of behavior,
customs, rules and laws of the entire world.

Next, we practice the third principle of living and practicing

together harmoniously. This naturally leads to the fourth principle
of according with others. When living together and sharing a com
mon consensus, agroup would naturally not have any conflicts. T°
practice with the same goal and to achieve improvement daily en
sures that the community will meet the fifth principle, that of ex
periencing the joy and inner peace from practicing the teachings.
The sixth principle is to share benefits harmoniously. This

refers to ourdaily necessities for we really do not need more than
these, wherever we are. Living by the <5,x harmonics will help us
to get along better with others. When with others, regardless of
whether or not they follow the 5,x harmonies, we ourselves need
21

to accord with the spirit of these principles to truly follow the
teachings.
Another important guideline for our practice is the Three
Learnings of abiding bt) the precepts, deep concentration and
wisdom that summarize all the teachings of L)uddha ^hakyamuni
and of all the £>uddhas in the past, presentandfuture.
The teachings of the precepts place most emphasis on rules

and laws that wc need to follow to successfully interact with peo
ple and circumstances. This will enable the members of society to
enjoy a wonderful and fulfilling life. Worlds absent of law and or
der arc worlds of chaos. Although wc may possess good fortune
and wealth, we may still be unhappy, living in fear and insecurity if
wc have discarded law and order.

The precepts thoroughly explain the principles, methods and
the state of mind we need to bring about a lawful society and
22

world. The Three Learn'ng5 clearly explain this concept. Wc
practice self-discipline thru these precepts to attain deep concen

tration, then practice deep concentration to attain wisdom. )n
other swords, wc practice the f^uddha's teachings in order to un

cover our ultimate, perfect wisdom. Once we uncover this inner
wisdom, wc will know the true reality of life and the universe, includ
ing how to restore our original abilities.
Presently we arc in a state of delusion. ]~)elusion occurs when
the mind and heart are not still, while an enlightened mind and heart
remain unaffected. When our six senses encounter the environ

ment; our minds and hearts cannot remain still and this gives rise to
wandering thoughts.

The Duddha taught numerous ways of practice to enable us
to remain unaffected in all situations, notgiving rise to any wander
ing discriminatory thoughts or attachments, thus recovering our
2J

original capabilities. This state of mind is deep concentration.
CLorrecting ourerroneous thoughts, speech, and behavior is culti
vation. We accomplish these through self-discipline and concen
tration, j or the pure mind, self-discipline is the external standard;

deep concentration is the internal standard. While the external
standard is important, the internal is much more important because
it helps us to achieve our goal to attain wisdom. W'th selfdiscipline, we attain the concentration that g^es rise to ultimate

perfect wisdom.
Whether we practice Duddha Name Recitation, precept ob
servation, mantra chanting meditation, etc.; if we do not follow the
guidelines, we cannot attain purity of mind. With one degree of

purity of mind, we attain one degree of W- With two degrees of
purity of mind, we attain two degrees of wisdom, etc. Therefore,
practicing accordingly while maintaining and protecting our purity
24

of mind to gi^c rise to true wisdom is crucial.
The jix Paramitas arc the primary guidelines for fj)odhisattvas. i ach Paramita encompasses our whole way of living- for ex
ample, the first of the ^)ix paramitas is "G,v,ng" M°st people
think of giving as simply donating money, but this isonly one of the
infinite kinds of giving. On appearance, gj^ing is sacrificing oneself
to give to others, however, from its intrinsic nature, giving is letting

We can practice g^ing of our wealth or physical strength, f^or
example, without proper understanding, when we do the same work
everyday, wc usually feci these daily chores are repetitive and bor
ing. |f however, we could understand that we are cultivating the
£>odhisattva Way by practicing the ,5,x Paramitas, then our feel
ings of resentment will be replaced by jou.

Ghanging our perception of doing the same chores with agiv15

ing, non-attaching heart is practicing the paramita ofg^ing> Not
only do wc serve those we live or work with, but we also serve as a

role model for many others and in this way, not just one but all be
ings benefit. Eyeing a role model for others is practicing the P>odhisattva WaH ,n guiding sentient beings. The paramita or giving
can be expanded to include the infinite universe.
Giving is comprised of three categories: wealth, teaching, and
fearlessness. The g^ir^g of wealth includes internal and external
wealth. Internal wealth involves all ofourmental and physical labors
that benefit others. External wealth is the giving of all other

things, money, food, etc. /\s aresult, wc gain wealth.
The giving of teaching is the willingness to instruct others
while not selfishly holding back any knowledge. ]t is to do our best
in educating willing students. As a result, we gain intelligence and
wisdom. The giving of fearlessness includes soothing away other's
16

fears and fostering a feeling of security. As a result, we gain
health and long life. Most people wish for happiness, for wealth,
intelligence, health and long life. The Law of Gause and Effect
explains that when there is a good cause, a good reward will follow,

however, we do not receive the reward without first planting the
good cause. £>y practicing all three kinds of giving, we perfectly
attain all of these rewards.

After careful observation, we will sec that very few people
have all they wish for. ^)ome have wisdom, others have good for

tune. They planted different seeds. CJsing P)uddhist principles to
observe society enables us to know how to conduct ourselves in
the future.

I rankly, true wisdom is more important than good fortune.
Wealth is good fortune, but properly using and allocating wealth
requires much wisdom for without it possessing wealth may lead us
27

to create infinite negative karma from evil deeds, while thinking that
we arc doing good. Without wisdom, we are unable to distinguish

true from false, or beneficial from harmful. Then, what may appear
to have been good can turn out to have been bad and what may

initially have appeared to be bad can turn outto have been good.
Throughout all this wc arc usually unaware of having done any
thing wrong, hence, wc need insight to understand the outcome
of all good and bad deeds and wc need wisdom to deeply under
stand and to be far-sighted enough to distinguish the truth.
The Second paramita is abiding by the precepts or self-

discipline. We follow the proper teachings, accord with the cus
toms of society and abide by the rules and laws of a country. We
follow both the law and its spirit.
The Third paramita is "patience." Whether interacting with
people or circumstances, everything is attained from patience.
18

Without it, we cannot attain achievement in anything. having pa
tience to endure what others cannot, wc achieve what others can
not.

The | ourth Paramita is "Diligence," seen as focused daily
improvement, not trying to advance in many different directions.
Advancing with diligence to a certain level, we attain concentra

tion, the ability to remain unmoved and uninfluenced by external

conditions. We achieve the pifth paramita of "Deep Gonccntration" when wc arc unmoved by all phenomena. ]t is seeing every

thing clearly and knowing that all is intuitive wisdom, the Prajna
Wisdom that is the ,5ixth paramita.

Today wc do not exist in wisdom but in a state of delusion;

notyet having understood that wc arc not individuals, but arc just
one ^cry small part of the whole, not many but one. Our mistaken
viewpoints have led to being immersed in selfish thoughts but wc
2?

need to replace these with thoughts of how to benefit others. Our
selfishness, wandering discriminatory thoughts, attachments, and
afflictions have hidden the truth from us. £>uddha ^hakyamuni

taught us how to break thru these obstacles to awaken, to attain
perfect wisdom and compassion, to end unhappincss, and to find
genuine lasting joy, serenity, and peace for all beings.

50

TMLTE.N RF1CITATION MLTHOD

J he I en-[\ecitation method is a simple, convenient, and effective wau of prac

ticing £)uddha Name Recitation. |t is especially suitable for those who find little
time in the day for cultivation, practicing this method helps us to regain mindful
ness or [j>uddha Am'tabha and brings us peace and clarity in the present mo
ment.

J he practice begins first thing in the morning when wc wake up. We sit up
straight and clearly recite £>uddha Amit^bha's name ten times with an undis

turbed mind, aloud or silently to ourselves. We repeat this process eight more
time for the rest of the day. Altogether, we do one round of ten recitations, nine
times a day,everyday as follows:
1. (Jpon waking up
2.£>eforc startingbreakfast
5- After finishing breakfast
4\ before work
51

5- E>efore starting lunch
6.After finishing lunch
7. E>efore starting dinner
B. After finishing dinner
9. At bedtime

Altogether, this method is practiced nine times daily. The key is regularity; dis
ruption ofthis practice will reduce its effectiveness. Without interruption, as cul
tivators, we will soon feel an increase in our purity of mind and wisdom.

Diligent practice of the Ten-Recitation method, together with unwavering belief
and vows, can ensure fulfillment of our wish to reach the Western pure Land of

Infinite L'fe and Infinite L'gnt. We nope everyone will practice accordingly.
Homage to £>uddha Amitabha
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GLOSSARY

Affliction ^HtSS | annao. Condition or cause of pain, distress, and suffering
which disturbs the body and mind.

A'aya Consciousness MSHEiS A'aiye Shi. Our store consciousness, the
thought databasefrom all of ourpastand present lives, gpod andbad.
Amitabha f*jfSIP& A™tuo. The name of the £>uddha of the Western Pure
Land, primarily meaning Infinite L'fe and Infinite L'gnt.

Anuttara-Samyak-Sambodhi H$?^fiHi£Ellffi| Anouduoluo Sanmfao
Sanputi. Perfect Complete Enlightenment.
AnSat P58I9I A'uohan. One who has reached self-realization, a state in which
one possesses no erroneousviews, speech,or behavior.

A*uras r*HHEH Ax»uluo. Quarrelsome, half-gods.
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Attachments ffi^t Z^hizhuo. j^ixed tocertain ideas or objects.
£>odhi mind Iffil'C/ Puti X»n. The great compassionate and sincere mind, with
every thought to attain complete self-realization for self and others.
£>odhisattva WSI Pusa. Onc who has vowed to attain Supreme Enlightenment
for themselves and all beings.

E>uddha $* To- Onc who has reached perfection in both self-realization and
helping others to reach realization.
Delusion §(§3S M' l""|uo. f^alse beliefsandviews.

Deva ^Sc T'an Zhong. heavenly Beings orgods.

Dharma $£ Fa- 0 The teachings of the £>uddha (generally capitalized in Eng

lish); 2) Things, events, phenomena, everything in the universe; and }) Duty, law,
5+

doctrine.

Dusts fi| Cheng. Metaphor for all the mundane things that can cloud our selfnature.

Eight Afflictions A8I /8$S £>a Chan/Chan Fu. Absence of embarrass

ment and shamefulness, and the presence of jealousy, stinginess, misdeeds,
drowsiness, sleep, and agitation.

Eignt Consciousnesses AHfc E>a 5n»- E^je, ear, nose, tongue, body, mind,
Mana, and A'aya. Information from the sixth consciousness, which is the mind, is

transmitted bythe seventh consciousness, which is the Mana, to the eighth, which
is the Alaya, ourstore consciousness, the thought database of our karma cre
ated from all ourpastand present lives, good orbad.

Eight Emotions of Others AJH/At£fSffi &a Feng/5a Shisu Fa. Four
pairs of emotions that hinder our practice: praise and blame, gain and loss, happi
nessand suffering, and fame and disgrace.

Eight Sufferings Al? Ba ICu. As human beings, we undergo the sufferings of
birth, old age, sickness, and death. We do not attain what we seek, suffer hard
ships, arc parted from our loved ones and find ourselves in the presence of those
whom we dislike or hate.

Eighth Ground E>odhisattva AftfeWSI Ba D> P"5a. The eighth of the ten
stages or grounds of a Bodhisattva's enlightenment, which summarize the most
important steps in a Bodhisattva's path right before attaining Buddhahood.
Some say it is atthis level that Bodhisattvas reach the stage of Non-regression,
the level atwhich they will never retreat from the Bodhisattva-path.

Eon $Jj Jie. I,}}4-,000,000 years. Often expressed as the time itwould take
for a mountain of solid rock of tencubic leagues to wear down ifthetipof a heav

enly maiden's delicate tunic brushed against it cvcrij hundred years. The length
of time between the creation and recreation of a world/universe, spanning the

period of a world's formation, existence, destruction, and non-existence. A fan
tastically longtime.
*>6

Field of merit fl@H3 Fu T'an. 5omeone who is worthy of offerings; for example,
enlightened beings, monks and nuns, parents and teachers, animals and the
needy.
Frfty-Two Levels of Bodhisattva practice StfS-f-Il^fx^^l Pusa Wushi
Er Xiuxing Q D«'- Ten Beliefs (+fi!Shi Xin), Ten Abodes ("f-ftShi Zhu),

Ten Conducts (+fxSh» X»ng), Ten Transferences (-hj@fq]Sn' Mui X'ang,)
Ten Grounds (+JfeSn' DO, Ecjual-enlightenment (If $£Dcng Jue), and per
fect Complete Enlightenment (Buddhahood) (feHSM'ao Jue)
Five Aggregates £$[ Wu Yun. Constituent elements of all existences: form

C&Se), feeling (SSnou), conception GffiX'ang), impulse (fTX'ng), and con
sciousness (UtShi).

Five Classics SIS Wu Jing. The F've Classics of Confucianism can be de

scribed in terms of five visions. The metaphysical by | Ching, B°°k of Changes
(lullY' J'ng), political by Bookof Mfstory (UHSnu Jing), poetic by Bookof
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Songs(g$jj§[Shi Jing), social by B°°k of Kites (jJlSqBLi JO, and historical by
Spnng-Autumn Annals (^©cChun Qiu).

f^ivc Deadly Offenses 2lJ§* Wu N«- Murdering one's own father or mother,
causing a B^^ha to bleed (destroying B^^ha images), killing an Arhat, and
disrupting the unity of the Sangha. 0°e who commits any of these offenses is
destined for the Avici Hell, the lowest of the hell realms.

Five Desires £§)( Wu Yu. Wealth, lust, fame, food-drink, and sleep.

Five Extraordinary Abilities EiS Wu Tong. I. To be anywhere at will; 2.
Heavenly F.He to see all forms without obstructon; }. Heavenly Ear to hear all
sounds without obstruction; +. To know the thoughts of others; and 5- T° o°
everything at will

Five Human Relationships 2rf& Wu Lun- These principles taught by Confu
cius are founded on traditional moral principles. They include those between

husbands and wives, parents and children, siblings, friends, political leaders and
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the public.

r'\vc Kinds of Eyes £|g Wu Yan. I Human cljcs (l^EKRou Yan); 2. Heavenly
eye (^cflBT'an Yan), extraordinary ability of heavenly beings to see all things
without obstruction; }.Wisdom Eye QUJfiHui Yan), ability of ~| heravada sages
to perceive the principle of voidncss; 4. Dharma Eye (ffiUMFa Yan), Bodn'"
sattva's ability to discern teaching methods for guiding people; ?. Buddha Eye
(f^tBSFo Yan), to possess all of above. The last three correspond to triple truth.
Tne W'sdom P ye realizes the truth of voidncss, the Dnarma-eye discerns provi
sional methods of teaching, and the Buddha Eye sees everything in its truenature.

r'lve Pure Land Sutras and One Sastra r^±SM—I& Jingtu Wujing Y»' Lun.
(l) The Buddha Speaks of the Infinite L'fe Sutra of Adornment, Purity,
Equality, and Enlightenment of the Mahayana School (Tne Infinite Life Su
tra); (2) The Amitabha Sutra; (}) The Visualization on the Infinite [jfc Bud

dha Sutra; (4) "(Jniversal Worthy Bodhisattva's Conduct and Vows", from the

Flower Adornment Sutra; (?) "Tne Chapter on the perfect Complete Realiza5?

tion of Great Strength Bodhisattva through Buddha Name Recitation" from
the Surangama Sutra; and (6) the Rebirth Treatise.

Five Virtues Et& Wu Dc-Confucian virtues of gentleness, kindness, respect
fulness, thriftiness, andhumility.

Four Books HIF S« Shu. Great Learning 0M£Da Xue), Doctrine of the
Mean ("^JBfZnong Yong), Analects (IftiSLun Yu), and Mencius QH^Meng
zo.

Four Stages of Enlightenment (Arhatship) in Theravada Buddhism Hjp^ S»
Guo. l) Stream-enterer (^HPtsffilft/AfliL Xutuohuan Guo/Ru \ju). By de
stroying various wrong views, onc enters into the flow of Dnarma-nature. 2.
Oncc-rctumcr OffPE^*/—W~-% S'tuohan Guo/Y' L'"/Y' Lai). By de

stroying obvious afflictions, one is subject to rebirth only once more in the heav
enly realm. Then onedescends to thehuman realm once more before final libera
tion from reincarnation. J. Non-returner (MM^^/^fM/^^ Anahan Quo/
+o

Bu Huan/Bu La0- By destroying subtle afflictions, oneis nolonger subject to
rebirth in the Desire Heaven Realm. 4. Adiat (MMMSk/^^L Aluohan Quo/

Bu Sheng). By destroying all afflictions, oncis no longer subject to reincarna
tion.

Four Studies E33& S1 Jiao. Confucian studies of virtuous conduct, speech,
skills for earning a living and the arts.

Four(Jniversal Vows of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas E33ASSB S' Hong Shi
Yuan, (l) Sentient beingsarc innumerable, )vow to help them all. (2) Affections
areinexhaustible, )vow to end them all. (}) Ways to practice arc boundless,| vow
to master them all. ("r) Enl'gntenment is unsurpassable, | vow to attainit.

Good Fortune #§$§ Fu Bao. Happiness, intelligence, wellbeing, prosperity,
etc. Tne great benefits of the human and celestial realms; therefore, they are
temporary and subject to birth and death.

Hungry Ghost |&j& E Gui. O^ ofthe Three Lowcr Realms. Hungry ghosts
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wander in a limbo-like state in which they can find no satisfaction for their desires,
especially but not exclusively, for their hunger or thirst. Onc is reborn there be
causeof greed.

(Carma/Causc and Effect |j| YeBJd Y,n Guo. Consequences result from
thought, speech, and behavior. I^arma mainly applies to intentional thoughts.
Mahayana ~fc^jk Da Cheng. Onc of the two major branches of Buddhism, it is
the Bodhisattva path of helping all sentient beings to attain F nlightenment.
Merits and Virtues 5tf^ Gong De. Tney are accumulated by Aoing good
deeds sclflcssly without expectation of reward, wandering or discriminatory
thoughts, or attachments.
Mindfulness of Buddha 1&i$p Nian F°- Initially the mind remembers the Buddha and does not forget. After further cultivation, one constantly contemplates
the Buddha.
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Nine Realms A,^ Jiu Jie. The ten realms minusthe Buddha realm.

Non-regression ^Fj|[ Bu TUI'- Onc who will neverretreat from the B°dhfsattva-

path. |t is not reached until attaining at least the eighth of the ten grounds of a
Bodhisattva.

Patriarch fflfSj] Zu Shi. pounder of a school and his primary successors in the
transmission of its teachings.

Phenomena 3(ftB S™ X'ang. Things, events, happenings, everything in the en
tire universe.

Practice Guidelines ^^P5A#8tS Xiuxue Wuda Ganglin. l) The Three

Conditions (HJjgSan Fu); 2) The S'* Principles of Harmony (/\ft]L''u He); })
The Three Learnings (fEJP, San Xue); 4-) The S'* Paramitas (A'JSL'u Du);
and ?) (Jni'versal Worthy Bodhisattva's Ten Great Vows (-"hAISShi Da
Yuan).
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Prajna-Wisdom jU^^S Boruo Zhihui. Intuitive wisdom.
Pratuckabuddha Bfc^L^ Pi Zhi Fo.Onc who attains his enlightenment alone by
meditating on the principle of Twclve Causations, independent of a teacher,

with the objective of attaining Nirvana for him/herself.

Precepts #£ Jie. Rules set up by Buddha Shakyamuni to guide his students
from erroneous thoughts, speech,and behavior.

Pure Mind or purity of M'nd S?#'Cj% Qingj'ngXin. The mind without wandering
and discriminatory thoughts and attachments.

Retribution 38jB8 Bao Y,ng. rCarmic punishment from erroneous thoughts,
words, or aceas.

Rootof Goodness HJ8 Shan Gen. Good qualities orseeds sown in a good
life to be reaped later.

Saha world Sc^StS^r* Suop° Shijic. Refers to our solar system, filled with suf
fering and afflictions, yet gladly endured by its inhabitants.

Samadhi Eitifc San Mei. proper enjoyment. (Jsually denotes the particular
final stage of pure concentration and contemplation. There arc many degrees
and types of Samadhi.

Sangha flt*|8l SengTuan. A group of four ormore people who propedy prac
tice the Buddha's teaching together, especially the S,x Principles of Harmony.
Sanskrit 5£St Fan Wen. A language of ancient |ndia.

Sastra |& Lun. Commentaries on sutras that are primarily written by Bodhi
sattvas. Most translations use the word treatise for sastra in the title.

Self-Nature ^t£ Z' X,ng. Our original, true self that we still have, but is cur
rently covered by deluded thoughts.
+5

Sentient-being jjc^i Zhong Sheng. A living being that is self-aware and that
can experience feeling orsensation.
Sharira I^W? She Li Z1- Relics that remain after cremation indicating the
person hadattainedsomedegreeof purity of body and mind.

S''x Paramitas TySE LJu Du. Giving (^jfeBu Shi), self-discipline (JrfflKChi
Jie), patience GS#Ren Ru), diligence OfBifiUing Jin), deep concentration CW^
Chan D,ng), andwisdom (@^§Zni Hui).

S,x Harmonies 7\S$& L,u He Jing 1) Share the same views and goals. 2)

Observe the same precepts. }) L've and practice together harmoniously. 4)
Accord with others and do not auarrel. ^) Experience the inner peace and
happiness from practicing the teachings. 6) Share benefits harmoniously.
Six Realms 7a£B L,u Dao. Three upper realms are heavens, asuras, and hu
mans. Tbree lower realms are animals, hungry ghosts,and hells.
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Six Senses /\3£ U" Jing. Sight (feSe), sound (3?Shen), smell (UX'ang),
taste (R^Wei), touch ($§Chu), andthoughtQ£Fa). External.

S>x Sense Objects /\fi Uu Chen. Form CfeSe), sound 0*?Snen), scent fiff
Xiang), taste OSfcWei), texture OKiCM,and thought (?£Fa). Internal.

S'x Sense Organs /\tS Liu Gen. Eyes, cars, nose, mouth, body and mind
object.
Stream-entercr. (See Four Stages of Enlightenment in Theravada Bud
dhism.)

Sutra $M J,ng. Teaching by the Buddha, initially given verbally, later compiled
and written down by the Buddha's students.
Ten Dictions ~h^F Shi Fang. North, Northeast, East, Southeast, SOL|th,
Southwest, West, Northwest, above and below.

+7

Ten Virtuous Conducts -HfiR Shi Shan Y«e. No killing (TS£Bu Sha
Sheng), stealing (TfifrSt Bu ToDao), sexual misconduct OFJfl^g Bu XieY'n),

lying (T^la Bu WangYu), abusive language PFIgP Bu E Kou), bearing
tales (Tfflt§ Bu LiangShe), seductive words (TJ$1§ B" QjYu), greed (>F£"
Bu Tan), anger (THR Bu Chen), and ignorance (T^E Bu Chi).

Ten Great Vows of Universal Worthy Bodhisattva SR-hASf Puxian Shi
Da Yuan, l) Equally respect all beings and things. 2) praise the virtues and
kindnesses of others. }) Make offerings extensively and respectfully. «+) Feel
deep remorse for our faults that obstruct us from seeingourtrue-nature and vow
not to repeat them. ^) Rejoice in every virtuous deed and do not harbor jealousy
or hinder others. 6) Recjucst those who truly practice to widely propagate the
teachings. J) Ask teachers to remain in the wodd and to guide us. &) Tirelessly
uphold the Buddha's teachings in our every thought, word, and deed. ?) Accord

with those who are proper and patiently wait for the opportunity that allows usto
guide those who are not. lo). Dedicate the peace and happiness gained from
practicing the above deeds to all living beings, hoping thatthey will attain the un
surpassed understanding.
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Ten (Dharma) Realms +3£/~Hfe^ Shi Dao/Shi Fajie. Sfx Realms plus the
Four Sagc Realms of Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, pratyekabuddhas, and Soundhearers.

Thcravada Buddhism ',hfjt X'ao Cheng. The path of strictly abiding by the
precepts. The objective is to attain realization for him/herself. |t is often called
the path of the cidersand is primarily practiced in Southern Asia and the west.
Three Conditions .ElSI San Fu- The F"*st Condition is to: A) Bc filial to

one's parents, B) Bc respectful to one's teachers and elders, C) Be compas

sionate and not kill any living beings, and D) F°How the Ten Virtuous Con
ducts. The Second Condition isto: E) Take the Three Refuges, PO Ahide by
the precepts, laws and customs, and G) Conduct oneself in a properand digni
fied manner. The Third Condition is to: H) Give rise to the B°dhi mind, ))

Deeply believe in the Law of Cause and Y ffectand thatchanting "Amituofo" is
the cause and attaining Buddhahood is the effect, J) Recite and uphold Ma
hayana sutras, and IO F ncourage others to advance on the path to Enlighten
ment.

Three Dharma Ages. ffijS—B$f£ Fayun San Shidai The Dharma perfect
Age GEScZheng Ya) began with Buddha Shakyamuni's demise and lasted five
hundred years, during which Enlightenment was often attained. The Dharma
Semblance Avgc (flfeSc Xiang Fa) began after that and lasted one thousand
years, during which Enlightenment was seldom attained. The Dharma Ending
Age C^Sc Muo Fa) that wc arc now in began afterthat and will lastfor ten thou
sand years during which Enlightenment will rarely be attained.

Three Karmas -H|?§ San Yc- Crcated by ourbody (JlhShen), mouth (P(Cou),
and mind QK Y0-

Three Lands =.-h San Tu- Whenwc arc borninto the pure Land through the
state of Constant Mindfulness, we will be born into the Land where B°th

Sages and Ordinary Beings Dwell Together. With the state of One Mind
(Jndisturbcd in Mindfulness, wc will bc born into the LandWhere Everything is

Temporary. With the state ofOne M»nd (Jndisturbcd in Enlightenment, we will
bc born into the Land of Real Reward.

Three Learnings H^ San Xuc. Self-discipline , deep concentration, and wfs50

Three Levels of Achievement. ZESj^cSfc San Zhong Chengjiu Onc Mind (Jndisturbed in Enlightenment (Sg—'L^SL Li YiX,n BuLuan), One Mind (Jndisturbed in Mindfulness (Jjl—'C/T$l Shi Y'Xin BuLuan) and Constant Mindful

ness CSJ^/^Jt" GongFu Cheng Pfan).
Three Poisons 3S£ San Du- Grced (j^ Tan), anger CBJK Chen), and ignorance
«Ou).

Three Refuges Elf® San Gui. We take refuge in the Buddha, Dharma and
Sangha. When wc take refuge in the Buddha, wc arc returning from our de
luded state of mind and relying upon an awakened, understanding mind. When wc
take refuge in the Dharma, wc are returning from deviated views and relying upon
properviews and understanding. When wc take refuge in the Sangha, we are re
turning from pollution and disharmony and relying upon purity of mind and the
Six Principles of Harmony.

Three Relationships. H.8tJWHj&Sanzhong Guanxi. These three relationships
taught by Confucius are among humans, among humans and spirits, and among
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humans and the nature.

Three periods of Time StS San Shi. Past, present, and future.

Transliteration |?H=f Y>n Y»- The representation of letters orwords in thecorre
sponding characters of another alphabet, so theoriginal sound is retained.
Virtues. See Merits.

Wandering Discriminatory Thoughts and Attachments

ScSS^SirlMf

Wan^ciang Fenbic Zhizhuo. Afflictions thatcloud ourtrue nature.

Way Place JUtS DaoChang. (Jsually called atemple, a place where Buddhist
practitioners come to practice. A way place is also called a Learning Center.

Western pure Land IJSg&WFr Jile Shijie. The wodd created by Buddha Ami
tabha, which is an ideal place of cultivation, for those who are bom there are no
longer subject to reincarnation.
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£>e M'ndful of the JG'ndness of Others,

Repay the Kjndness W'th(jratitude.

)n recent years, our world has become beset with adversities

and our lives filled with increasing unhappiness. A5 time goes on,
these adversities will become more and more severe^ more and

more frecjuent. Someone asked how the compassionate £>uddha
and bodhisattvas help all sentient beings to be free from pain.
I hey do this by teaching us to overcome greed, anger, and igno
rance so that our minds will no longer bc deluded, but awakened.
£>y teaching us the Lawof Cause and Effect.
To end oursuffering we first have to know what causes it. /\s

human beings, we undergo the sufferings of birth, old age, sick
ness, and death. We suffer hardships, the inability to attain what
we seek, separation from those we love, and association with those
whom wc resent or even hate. VVe arc surrounded by all of these
with no apparent way of being truly free.
We need to understand that catalytic conditions or circum-

stances have to exist for a cause to generate an effect. £>y con
trolling these catalytic conditions, we can have some influence on

our consequences. We need to practice good deeds during our
lifetime togenerate good karma. Tncn wc W,H tru(y appreciate that
living ahappy and fulfilling life is the karmic result generated from a
good cause and a good condition, and this isthe way to attain lib
eration from suffering and to attain happiness.

Today, many of us feci the weight of our negative karma as we
witness the unhappiness and suffering around us. Tbey are
caused by our selfish and erroneous behavior, by our choosing to
benefit ourselves at the expense of others. Mow do we remove
this negative karma? Mow do we prevent further occurrences? E>y
dedicating ourselves to helping and benefiting society, by not pro
tectingourselves while harming others.
M°5t of us have the sub-conscious desire to control other
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people, animals, even inanimate objects. £)ut by letting go of this
attachment, we can be liberated. Awa^encd beings live their lives
with great ease. They fulfill their responsibility of advising and

educating sentient beings by explaining to them the true reality of
life and the universe, the Law of Cause and Elffect by explaining
that every cause, every thought, word and action has a result.

Whatever people decide to do, it is their choice, their conse
quence. We simply accord with the condition as we educate them
and then leave the rest up to them. £>y doing this, our minds will
remain serene, as it generates the concentration and thus the wis

dom to effectively interact with people, matters, and objects. Tne
benefits that can be derived from such practice are infinite and
boundless. Not only can our present suffering be resolved, but
our negative karma accumulated overinfinite life times can be elimi
nated as well.

Why then are wc unable to realize the true benefit? £>ecause
we are obstructed by our own negative karma, unable to see what
is right be before our very eyes. We are constantly reminded by
the images of awakened beings. Constantly prompted by our re
citing the sutra, impelled by our daily chanting and listening to
L)harma talks. Yet, we still are unable to truly comprehend the
teachings, still unable to apply the principles in our daily lives.
W^ cannot blame the £>uddha and bodhisattvas for not help
ing. The fact is they are trying to; we are not paying attention. We
have a wondrous and rare chance that is about to slip by us. T°
be born as human beings who are able to hear the teachings is an
unbelievably rare opportunity, not encountered for millions or
uears. |t is as rare as a bubble rising to the surface of a vast sea
and breaking thesurface of that sea within the one wreath of flow
ers thatis floating upon it.

Allowing this to happen will bc a tragic mistake that is entirely
of our own making To prevent this from happening we need to
reflect and feci remorse for our mistakes. This is a learning proc
ess that will enable us to overcome our afflictions and bad habits

and thus to remove our negative karma. Mow do we do this? £>y
feeling deep regret for our mistakes and vowing to not commit
them again. L)aily practice will help to decrease our negative

karma. Jt is to practice in the midst of society, not to be separated
from it. Ourgoal is the mind of sincerity, purity, equality, compas
sion, and awakening. O^y w,th this mind will wc bc able to solve all

problems. They cannot be solved by physical force, bywar. They
are solved with gentleness and loving-kindness toward all other be
ings, animate and inanimate.
Jt is in our best interest to be rid of the desire to control, for it

will only result in our committing further transgressions, thus in5

creasing our negative karma. t\|° one can truly control another.

M'story provides us with many examples of countries that tried to
use force to control another country; M'tler's invasion of Europe,
the Japanese invasion ofChina, the Russians in Afghanistan and
the (Jnited States in Vietnam. AH failed.
Instead of those countries spending huge sums of money on

warfare, they could have spent the money on caring for and sup
porting people who were suffering hardships, [n this way, they
would have peacefully won them over. Or they could have used
the money to educate their own citizens, to help them become selfsufficient; to pay more attention to internal needs instead or con
stantly interfering with external affairs.
Our every thought needs to be of benefiting all sentientbeings. Not only in our behavior should wc never hurt any sentient
beings, but also we should never give rise to a single hostile
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thought or say anything that can cause distress to others. |f we

can truly follow this teaching then in our daily lives no matter what
we do, there will bc great goodness, great gentleness. This is the
way to truly influence people, with loving-kindness and compas
sion. (Jising physical force to try to solve problems will not only
create enemies but will also generate the causeto be born intothe

hell realms. Dy practicing in accordance with the teachings, we will
achieve results for in this way wc will transform our minds. 5'nee

everything is a reflection of our minds, everything can be trans
formed by our minds. When we accord with the teachings, our
thoughts will change; our actions will be proper and correct.

We would do well to let go of selfishness, to only have thoughts
that benefit others. Instead, wc are wrapped up in our own con

cerns, thinking only of protecting the interests of ourselves, our
group orour country. This way of thinking has led to quarrels be7

twccn people, feuds between families, and wars between coun
tries. |t has led to massive damage on both sides; the tragic loss or
lives, the excessive monetary cost, the disastrous destruction of

land, the final destruction of friendships and peace and the grave
consequences incurred due to the Law of Cause and i ffect.
Our complete lack of concern for plants, living and non-living
creatures of our natural environment has resulted in the destruc

tion of our environment. (Jltimatcly, wc arc the ones who suffer

from this negligence and lack of compassion. Wc are all one entity,
one being all interrelated closely with one another. Everything
including us arises from the coming together of causes, so to harm
others is to harm ourselves.

Oncc wc truly comprehend this, we will have no more problems.
E)eing overly concerned with our own interests and those of our

group and country, is the root cause of all misfortunes and adver8

sities. Talcing care of this problem solves everything else. When
wc practice accordingly, with proper and caring behavior, wc will
see an increase in our good karma and a decrease in our bad. Jn

turn, our suffering will bc reduced or eliminated and we will experi
ence a favorable change in ourcircumstances.

When wc give rise to onc single bad thought of inequality, wc
turn a favorable situation into an unfavorable one. Mowcvcr, with

one single good thought of equality, the £>uddha realm will appear
in that moment. When we give rise to one single thought of holy
beings, the Meavcn realms will appear in that moment. Likewise,
with onc thought of greed, anger, or ignorance, our daily lives will
become unsettled and unmanageable. Mowcvcr, with onc thought
of purity, our lives will become harmonious and peaceful.
Ourlives arc short. Mowcvcr, wc arc unbelievably fortunate to
have been born as humans, able to learn and understand that the

Law of Cause and F ffect is unchangeable, is permanent. We

reap what we sow. £>y sowing good causes, we reap good conse
quences: sowing bad causes, we reap bad consequences. P ven
beings with perfect understanding wisdom, and compassion can
notalter this reality.

Mowcver, with the causes that we have already planted, we can
learn how to alter our catalytic conditions before they come into
effect, f^urthermore, wc need to refrain from committing any more
bad deeds and to do more good deeds, to distance ourselves from
adverse conditions. |n some cases, this can reduce or eliminate the

bad effect. |n this way, we can control our own consequences,
transform our environment, and change the direction in which we
are currently headed.
Wc arc learning of more and more prophecies that speak of

upcoming disasters, even of the end of the world. These propne10

cies also tell us that these could either be reduced or delayed or
even prevented if we replaced our incorrect ways with those that
arc good, with those that benefit others and not ourselves. £>ut if
we do not turn backnow, then itwill be very hard to avoid them.
Jt is crucial that people understand that using physical force
cannot solve problems, for even ifwe destroy a country, even if we

detonate enough bombs to wipe out the face of the earth, it still
will not solve our problems. We cannot waste this opportunity but
need to cultivate in a sincere and diligent manner, to apply the

principles with unselfish thought and behavior. T° be good, to be
warm, to bc sincere, to put all our efforts into helping others, jn
this way, all thatis good will come our way.
£>uddha jhakyamuni told us that there are three cataclysmic
disasters in this world: fire, water, and wind, ^ire is caused when we

feci jealousy, feel hatred. Where do floods come from? fVom our
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greed. Disasters caused by wind arc the result of ignorance.
|f we want to avoid or to be rid of these, we must sever our

greed, anger, ignorance, and arrogance. \f\e should neither feel
greed for worldly teaching nor for any other teachings, ^or to feel
the slightest trace will block us from severing the mind of greed will block us from eradicating the disasters, which are increasing in
both frequency and severity. This is very important. These have
been predicted by many ancient prophecies from respected reli
gious leaders in many different countries.
Three thousand years ago £>uddha <5hakyamuni told us of

the partial destruction of the world, which would be from war, epi
demic, and famine. Me told of a war that would last for seven days

and seven nights, then an epidemic that would last for seven
months and seven days, and finally, a famine that would last for
seven years, seven months and seven days. |nthe past, it was diffiIZ

cult to imagine how a war could last just seven days but have such
devastating results, Jtwas beyond imagination.
£>ut anyone who has been to M,roshima or Nagasaki would
realize that the £>uddha was describing nuclear warfare. )n Na
gasaki, afterthe atomic explosion, many people survived the explo

sion itself, but were infected with atomic fallout and consequently
many of them died during the first six months. This can bc de
scribedas an epidemic.
The radiation sickness that results from atomic fallout is insidi

ous. Jt starts by destroying onc white cell and gradually pro
gresses until there is massive cell destruction then uncontrolled

bleeding and finally, death. Anyone, who was still alive at least
seven months after the detonation would bc considered as having
survived the immediate effects of the bomb.

| oryears after the explosion, there were no trees - no plants 1>

no grass: all was barren. The trees and grass started to grow ap
proximately eight years after the detonation of the bombs. Jt was
as we had been told: the ground would grow nothing for seven
years, seven months, seven days. |n this period, all will suffer from
famine.

fVom this, we realize that the partial destruction of the wodd
thatwas told to us by the £>uddha is indeed that of nuclear war
fare. Could itreally happen? Many believe itis very likely. Access
to nuclear weapons is becoming more widespread, more difficult to
control. No oneknows how long this tentative control can be main

tained. \fcry honestly, the only way to attain real control is to en

courage and help all to understand the need to prevent human
made tragedies. |f we observe the wodd situation objectively, then
we will seethat itis very difficult to avoid this probable disaster.
|f the war were to happen now, half of the world's population
1+

could bc killed. Mow can wc escape such a war? Wc need to stop
all bad thoughts, speech, and behavior and to accumulate good

deeds. Mow? £>y ceasing all selfish ideas, by constantly thinking
of how to benefit all others, by letting go of our own interest for
the sakeof others. This will help usto avoid all that is bad and em
brace all that is good. £>ut, if our every thought is only of our

selves, itwill be\/cry difficult for us to avoid even more problems.
Why do wc persist in ouranger, our hatred, our fighting? Why

do we have conflicts, the inability to tolerate others? Why do we
seem so determined to keep heading towards the brink? Selfish
ness. Wrong viewpoints. The inability to truly care for others.
The inability to truly understand that everything arises from our
minds. The inability to understand that every thought.wc have is
instantly felt throughout the entire universe.

We need to let go of our selfishness and comprehend that the
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whole universe is our home and that we are onc with the universe.

W^ have the same self-nature as enlightened beings. The differ
ence between them and us is that they comprehend this. A" sen

tient beings have been our past parents. A" sentient beings are
future enlightened beings. (Understanding this, how can wc not bc
respectful to all beings? Mow can we possibly harm them?
Wc originally had this comprehension, this great broad mindedncss. Then why are we so narrow minded now? We are deluded,
unable to see through our false beliefs and wrong viewpoints. Our
innate wisdom and abilities arc thus temporarily lost to us. Mowever, if we can break through this delusion, then we will be able to
uncover this wisdom for it is not permanently lost. Jn the Howcr
Adornment 5utra, we can sec the broad-mindedness of enlight

ened beings. A" ofthe infinite and countless numbers of beings at
the assembly who gathered to hear this unsurpassed teaching are
\6

one.

|f wc could just understand this true reality and expand our
minds, then we too would recognize that no matter what race, what
religion, what culture, we are all one. W'th this wisdom, discrimina

tion, misunderstanding and conflict among beings would naturally
diminish, f^irst, human made tragedies would be avoided. Then
what we think of, as natural tragedies would likewise dissolve.
The environment changes with our minds. When our minds are

serene and compassionate, our living environment will become tran
quil and peaceful. Today our living environment is being polluted
and destroyed. 5omc say that the earth is rapidly becoming un

suitable for living. Mow did this happen? Jt is the result of the bad
intentions and deeds of we human beings and this is the real rea
son for what is happening today. ^\~o save our wodd, we need to
use great wisdom to help those who are deluded to become awak«7

encd. Mow? Through education. A'l the great sages have used
educationto overcome ignorance.

Recently, a practitioner asked how he could bc assured of be
ing freed from the cycle of birth and death, from reincarnation. M^
was told to let go of all desires, good, or bad. We cannot be truly
free ifwe have notyet let go and wc cannot let go because we are
still clinging to something j^ind it. Wc must find it! |f we cannot,
then even if we arc born into the highest level of heaven, where we
will live through eighty thousand cycles of creation, existence, and

complete annihilation ofthe world, wc will still bc mired, still be lost
in the cycle of birth and death. What can we do? f^nd out what we
are clinging to and LELT GO* Lctgo of all attachments. Lct go
of all feelings of gain and loss. Lct go of discriminating and wan
dering thoughts. L^t go of the thought of how others treat us. \_et
go ofthe thought of those who owe us, ofthose we owe.
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Oply with purity of mind can we letgo and only then can wc at
tain genuine and permanent happiness. ]f we cannot do this, then
we are truly lost for our vows; our beliefs are not sincere enough.

No matter how much we practice, wc will bc unable to be free, se
rene and at peace, ^or we are still clinging to onc of the five de
sires of wealth, lust, fame, food ordrink, and sleep. Still discrimi
nating between what we perceive as right or wrong. Crecd for
these will lead us into the downward spiral of the three bad realms.
And although, with enough good karma, we can go to the high

est heavenly realm of Neither Thought nor Non-thought, where
the beings have a life span of eighty thousand eons; with enough
bad karma wc go to the hell realms, where the beings have a life

span of infinite eons. When compared to eighty thousand eons,
the time spent in the hell realms is unbelievably long. When we con
sider the time spentin this wodd compared to theother realms, our
\9

time here is a flash of lightning adrop of dew, afleeting cloud; itis
inconsequential.
T°day, we still have obstacles due to our lack of understand
ing. Why can we notlet go? We are still clinging to something, be
cause of this clinging we are still mired, still lost in the cycle of birth
and death, and still lost in the ten realms of existence. We need to

know that if we cannot transcend the cycle of birth and death,

most of our time will be spent in the three bad realms. Greed isthe
cause of the karma that results in our being born into the hungry
ghost realm. Anger is the cause of our being bom into the hell
realm. Then why are we born into the animal realm? £>ecausc we
were ignorant. AH°W mc to give you an example.

Oncc upon a time, there was a very famous priest in a very old
religion. Me decided itwas the right day to perform the ritual sacri
ficing of a goat. In his ignorance, he thought this was an offering
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demanded by his god. Me obtained an appropriate goat for the
sacrifice. Mc ordered his servants to take the goat to the holy
river, wash him, and decorate him with flower gadands. Then they

were to wash themselves, as part of the purification practice.
£)own at the riverbank, the goat suddenly understood that to
day he would definitely be killed. Me also became aware of his

past births and deaths, and rebirths. Me realized that the results
of his past unwholesome deeds were about to finally be com

pleted. 5°> he laughed an uproarious goat-laugh, like the clanging
of cymbals. Jn the midst of his laughter, he realized another truth that the priest, by sacrificing him, would suffer the same terrible
results, due to his ignorance. 5°> he began to cry as loudly as he
had just been laughing!

The servants, who were bathing in the holy river, heard first the
laughing and then the crying. They were amazed. They asked the
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goat, "Why did you loudly laugh and then just as loudly cry? What
is the reason for this?" \\e replied, Jwill tell you the reason. £>ut it
must be in the presence of your master, the priest." <5'ncc they
were very curious, they immediately tookthe sacrificial goatto the
priest. They explained all that had happened. The priest too, be

came very curious. Me respectfully asked the goat, "5'r> wny did
you laugh so Io"dly, and then just as loudly cry?"
The goat, remembering his past lives, said, "A l°ng time ago, J
too was a priest who, like you, was well educated in the sacred reli
gious rites. \ thoughtthat to sacrifice a goat was a necessary or
dering to my god, which would benefit others, as well as myself in
future rebirths. Mowcvcr, the true result of my action was that in
my next Ar99 lives Jmyself have been beheaded!
"While being prepared for the sacrifice, Jrealized that today it

is inevitable that Jwill lose my head for the ^OOth time. Then 1will
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finally be free of all the results of my unwholesome deed of so long
ago. The joy of this made me laugh uncontrollably. "Then Jsud
denly realized thatyou, the priest, were about to repeat the same
unwholesome action, and would be doomed to the same result of

having your head chopped off in your next JOO lives! v5°» out of

compassion and sympathy, my laughter turned to tears."
The priest was afraid this goat might be right, so he said, "Well,
sir goat, 1will not kill you." The goat replied, "Reverend priest,
even if you do not kill me, ]know that today Jwill lose my head and
finally be released from the results of my past unwholesome ac
tion." The priest said, "H^on't be afraid, my fine goat. | will provide
the very best protection and personally guarantee that no harm
will come to you." £>ut thegoatsaid, "Oh priest, your protection is
very weak, compared to the power of my unwholesome deed to
cause its necessary results."
I1)

5°j the priest canceled the sacrifice, and began to have
doubts about killing innocent animals. Mc released the goat and,
along with his servants, followed him in order to protect him from
any danger. The goat wandered into a rocky place. Me saw some
tender leaves on a branch and stretched out his neck to reach

them. A" °f a sudden, a thunderstorm appeared out of nowhere.
A lightning bolt struck an over-hanging rock, and cut off a sharp
slab, which fell and chopped off the goat's head! Me died in

stantly, and thethunderstorm disappeared.
There was a fairy that lived in a nearby tree and he had seen
everything that had happened. Me appeared, gently fluttering in
the air overhead. Mc began to teach the curious people, saying

"Look at what happened to this poor goat. This was the result of
killing animals! AH beings are born, and suffer through sickness,
old age, and death. £>ut all wish to live, and notto die. N°t seeing
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that all have this in common, some kill other living beings. This

causes suffering also to those who kill, both now and in countless
future rebirths.

"E>eing ignorant that all deeds must cause results to the doer,
some continue to kill and heap up more suffering on themselves in
the future. V ach time they kill, a part of themselves must also die in
this present life and the suffering continues even by rebirth in hell
worlds!" Those who heard the fairy speak felt that they were very

lucky indeed. They gave up their ignorant killing and were far bet
teroff, both in this life, and in pleasant rebirths.
fellow practitioners and guests, please listen carefully. The
Law of Cause and Jlffect is unchangeable, immutable. Our
greed, anger, ignorance, and arrogance have resulted in disasters
that are increasing in both frequency and severity and are ap

proaching ascale thatis impossible for usto imagine.
2?

Everything arises from our minds. £)ut just as we have given
rise to the cause of thisapproaching disaster, we can also give rise
to another, greater cause that can maybe reduce or possibly even
prevent it from happening. We must replace thoughts of self with
thoughts of all others. Wc must give up feelings of pride, the de
sires for fame and wealth. We must letgo of thoughts of trying to
control others. Lct go of narrow-mindedness and biased view
points. Lct go of criticizing, of blaming of gossiping. Let go of the
thought of thosewho owe us, of those we owe. We must letgo!
Only by letting go, can we return to purity and tranquility.

Only ,n this way, will our hearts become gentle; our minds become
serene, as we give rise to the wisdom to accord with all beings, ani
mate and inanimate, ^or only with gentle hearts and serene minds
will we be able to solve our problems. The goodness that we can
bring to others by using our loving-kindness and compassion is in16

finite - is boundless. And this is our best, our only way to bring
true peace to our wodd. Not for ourselves but for the sake of all
sentient beings.
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THE. TEN RECITATION METHOD

The Tcn~Kcc,tation method isa simple, convenient, and effective

way of practicing £>uddha Name Recitation. |t is especially suit
able for those who find little time in the day for cultivation. ] rac-

ticing this method helps us to regain mindfulness of £>uddha Ami
tabha and brings us peace and clarity in the present moment.
The practice begins first thing in the morning when we wake up.
Wc sit up straight and cleady recite fj)uddha Amitabha's name
ten times with an undisturbed mind, aloud or silently to ourselves.
Wc repeat this process eight more time for the rest of the day. Al
together, we do one round of ten recitations, nine times a day, eve
ryday as follows:
1. (Jpon waking up
2. £>eforc starting breakfast
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5.After finishing breakfast
-f. £>cfore work

5- E>eforc starting lunch
6.Aftcr finishing lunch
/. before starting dinner
8. A«ter finishing dinner
9. At bedtime

Altogether, this method is practiced nine times daily. The key is
regularity; disruption of this practice will reduce its effectiveness.
W'thout interruption, as cultivators, wc will soon feel an increase in
our purity of mind and wisdom. Diligent practice of the Tcn~
Recitation method, together with unwavering beliefand vows, can
ensure fulfillment of our wish to reach the Western \ ure Land of

Infinite \jifeand Infinite Light. We hope everyone will practice ac
cordingly.
M°magc to £>uddha Amitabha
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GL055AKY

Affliction jtff'fjif J annao. Condition or cause of pain, distress,
and suffering which disturbs the body and mind.
Amitabha lEfSfPS Amituo. The name of the £>uddha of the

Western f*ure Land, primarily meaning Infinite \jfe and Infinite
Light.
Arhat PqfJUQI Aluohan. Onc who has reached self-realization, a

state in which one possesses no erroneous views, speech, or be
havior.

Attachments ^fcH* ZJiizhuo. F^xed to certain ideas orobjects.

£>odhisattva -^^ pusa. One who has vowed to attain Supreme
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Enlightenment forthemselves and all beings.

£>uddha ^ po. Onc wno has reached perfection in both selfrealization and helping others to reach realization.
Delusion §[§§§ M1 Muo. palse beliefs and views.

Dharma ^ pa. 1) The teachings of the £>uddha (generally capi
talized in English); 2) Things, events, phenomena, everything in
the universe; and 5) Duty, law, doctrine.
pive Desires 2§K Wu Yu. Wealth, lust, fame, food-drink, and
sleep.

pive pure Land Sutras and Onc Sastra ^±.SIM—Us Jingtu

Wujing Y' Lun. (1) The E>uddha Speaksofthe Infinite Life Su>2

tra of Adornment, purity, Equality, and Enlightenment of the
Mahayana School (The Infinite Life Sutra); (2) The Amitabha
Sutra; (5) The Visualization on the Infinite L^e P>uddha Sutra;

GO "Universal Worthy bodhisattva's Conduct and Vows", from

the plower Adornment Sutra; (^) "The Chapter on the perfect
Complete Realization of Great Strength £>odhisattva through
£)uddha Name Recitation" from the Surangama Sutra; and {6)
the Rebirth Treatise.

pour Stages of Enlightenment (Arhatship) in Thcravada bud

dhism mM S Guo. OStrcam-entcrer(^|?gS^/AJil Xutuo
huan Guo/Ru Liu). E>y destroying various wrong views, one en
ters into the flow of Dharma-nature. 2. Once-returner (^P2"r3*

^/—$fl/—2fc Situohan (j}Uo/\i Liu/Yi Lai). £>y destroying
obvious afflictions, one is subject to rebirth only once more in the
heavenly realm. Then onc descends to the human realm once more
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before final liberation from reincarnation. 5. Non-returner (MM^

T^fM/^f^ AnahanGuo/£>u Huan/fru Lai). £>y destroying

subtle afflictions, one is no longer subject to rebirth in the Desire
Meaven Realm. 4. Arhat (M§£^/^£ Aluohan Guo/5u

Sheng). £>y destroying all afflictions, one is no longer subject to
reincarnation.

pour (Jniversai N/ows of £>uddhas and bodhisattvas H5AWSI

S? MongShi Yuan, (l) Sentient beings arc innumerable, |vow to

help them all. (2) Afflictions are inexhaustible, | vow to end them
all. (5) Ways to practice are boundless, | vow to master them all.
W Enlightenment is unsurpassable, |vow to attain it.

Good portunc jpgfg pu £>ao. Mappiness, intelligence, wellbeing,
prosperity, etc. The great benefits of the human and celestial
realms; therefore, they are temporary and subject to birth and
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death.

Hungry Ghost fSj& E Gui. One of the Three Lower Realms.
Hungry ghosts wander in a limbo-like state in which they can find
no satisfaction for their desires, especially but not exclusively, for
their hunger orthirst. One is reborn there because of greed.

rCarma/Cause and Effect|j| YeH^: Y«n Guo. Consequences
result from thought, speech, and behavior. J^arma mainly applies to
intentional thoughts.

Mahayana ^fjl Da Cheng. One of the two major branches of
£>uddhism, it is the £>odhisattva path ofhelping alfsentient beings
to attain Enlightenment.

Merits and Virtues ]#J$§ Gong Dc- They are accumulated by
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doing good deeds selflessly without expectation of reward, wan
dering ordiscriminatory thoughts, orattachments.

Practice Guidelines ^WttKfflfik Xiuxue Wuda Ganglin. l)

The Three Conditions (jEEJJllSan pu); 2) The S'* Principles of
Marmony (AftlLiu He); 5) The Three Learnings (H^, San
Xue); -*) The Si* Paramitas (/\SLiu Du); and ?) Universal

Worthy Bodhisattva's T^n Great Vows (+^C^Shi DaYuan).

Pratyekabuddha J^j£{!& Y'\ Zhi ^o- One who attains his enlight
enment alone by meditating on the principle of Twc'vc Causa
tions, independent of a teacher, with the objective of attaining
Nirvana for him/herself.

precepts #£ Jie. Rules set up by £)uddha Shakyamuni to guide
his students from erroneous thoughts, speech, and behavior.
5^

Pure Mind or purity of Mind yf^O Qingjing X''n. The mind
without wandering and discriminatory thoughts and attachments.

Retribution $$JfB C>ao Ying rCarmic punishment from erroneous
thoughts, words, or deeds.

Root of Goodness ||f$| Shan Gen. Good qualities or seeds
sown in agood life to bc reaped later.

Saha wodd ^^t^^- Suopo Shijie. Refers to our solar system,
filled with suffering and afflictions, yet gladly endured by its in
habitants.

Sangha f^H Seng Tuan. A gr°up offour or more people who
properly practice the Buddha's teaching together, especially the
S1* Principles of Marmony.
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Self-Nature §14 Z' Xing Our original, true self that we still
have, butis currently covered bydeluded thoughts.

Sentient-being &£ Zhong Sheng A living being that is selfaware and that can experience feeling orsensation.

Six Paramitas /\J3E L''u Du.Giving CfijJfjjBu Shi), self-discipline

(J#2£Ghi Jie), patience GS#Ren Ru), diligence OrWjftJing J»n),
deep concentration ($P/£Chan Ding), and wisdom (©SZhi
huO.

Six Principles of Marmony /\?t$& L»'u Me Jing. 0 Share the
same views and goals. 2) Observe the same precepts. 5) Live and

practice together harmoniously. 4-) /\ccord with others and do not
quarrel. ^) Experience the inner peace and happiness from
practicing the teachings. 6) Share benefits harmoniously.
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Six Realms /\Hl Liu Dao. Three upper realms arc heavens, Asuras, and humans. Three lower realms are animals, hungry ghosts,
and hells.

Ten Virtuous Conducts +#H Shi Shan Y''e. No killing (/f$t
£Bu Sha Sheng), stealing GF#g£ Bu ToDao), sexual miscon

duct (T^r£ Bu Xi^Yin), lying fl^ffi Bu WangYu), abusive
language C^^gP Bu E ICou), bearing tales (PfM^ Bu Liang
She), seductive words (T^jfrf Bu QjYu), greed (Tjt" Bu Tan),
anger (/fM Bu Chen), and ignorance CFJg Bu Chi).

Ten GreatVows of (Jniversal Worthy Bodhisattva HfM+^SI

Puxian Shi Da Yuan. 1) Equally respect all beings and things. 2)
Praise the virtues and kindnesses ofothers. 5) Make offerings ex
tensively and respectfully. 4-) peel deep remorse for our faults that
obstruct us from seeing our true-nature and vow not to repeat
5?

them. 5) Rejoice in every virtuous deed and do not harbor jealousy
or hinder others. 6) Request those who truly practice to widely
propagate the teachings. /) Ask teachers to remain in the wodd
and to guide us. s) "Yirelessly uphold the Buddha's teachings in
our every thought, word, and deed. 9) Record with those who are
proper and patiently wait for the opportunity that allows us to
guide those who are not. lo). Dedicate the peace and happiness
gained from practicing the above deeds to all living beings, hoping
that they will attain the unsurpassed understanding.

Ten (Dharma) Realms +J1/+^^ Shi Dao/Shi pajie. S''x
Realms plus the pour SaSc Realms of Buddhas, Bodhisattvas,
pratyckabuddhas, and S°und-hcarers.
Theravada Buddhism /Jv^l Xiao Cheng The path of strictly

abiding by the precepts. The objective is to attain realization for
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him/herself. )t is often called the path ofthe elders and is primarily
practiced in Southern Asia and thewest.
Three Conditions H^g San pu. The f^irst Condition isto: A)

Be filial to one's parents, B) Be respectful to one's teachers and
ciders, C) &e compassionate and not kill any living beings, and
D) Pollow the Ten Virtuous Conducts. The Second Condition

is to: E) Talce the Three Refuges, p) Abide by the precepts,
laws and customs, and C) Conduct oneselfin a proper and digni
fied manner. The Third Condition is to: M) Give rise to the B°-

dhi mind, )) Deeply believe in the Law of Cause and Effect and
that chanting "Amituofo" is the cause and attaining Buddhahood
is the effect, J) Recite and uphold Mahayana sutras, and JO En
courage others to advance on the path to Enlightenment.

Three Learnings H§£ San Xue. Self-discipline , deep concen4-1

tration, and wisdom.

Three Poisons HIS San Du. Greed (H" Tan), anger (^ Chen),
and ignorance Gj§i Chi).

Three Refuges HrK San Gui. W^ take refuge in the Buddha,
Dharma and Sangha. When we take refuge in the Buddha, we
are returning from our deluded state of mind and relying upon an
awakened, understanding mind. When we take refuge in the
Dharma, we are returning from deviated views and relying upon
proper views and understanding. When we take refuge in the
Sangha, we are returning from pollution and disharmony and rely
ing upon purity of mind and theSIX principles of Marmony.

Wandering Discriminatory Thoughts and Attachments t£c38^
SUiMI Wangxiang penbie Zhizhuo. Afflictions that cloud our
+1

true nature.

Way Place iMMj Dao Chang. (Jsually called a temple, a place
where Buddhist practitioners come to practice. A way place is
also called a Lcar*ning Center.

Western Pure Land g^itt^r1 Jile Shijie. The wodd created by
Buddha Amitabha, which is an ideal place of cultivation, for those
who are born there are no longer subject to reincarnation.

^5

DEDICATION OT MERIT

Mat! the ments and virtuesaccrued from this work
Adorn the Buddha's pure Land,

Repau the four kinds of kindness above,
And relieve thesufferings of those in theThree paths below.

MaM those who see and hear of this,

AH bring forth the heart of understanding
And live the teachings for the restof this life,
Then be bom together in the Land of (Jltimate B'i5S-
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Based on the Talks of

Venerable Master Chin rCung
Translated by S!lcnt Voices
By Venerable W" L,ng

This boolc isavailable for duplication.
Pease contact 5'lcnt Voices at the e-mail address listed
on the bacic of this boolc for the most recent edition.

Be Mindful of the Kjndness of Others,

Repay the Kjndness With Cratitude.

Almost five hundred years ago, in Cnina, a father sat down to

write to his son. J|cwanted his son to know what had happened in
his life. Many years before, when he was very young he went to a
temple and at that temple, he met a very distinguished man. \~~\e
naturally paid his respects to this gentleman who in turn told him:
"You are supposed to pass the imperial examination next year,
why arc you not studying?" M*". L'ao-pan, for that was the fa
ther's name, asked the gentleman his name, where he was from, and

how he was able to know what Mr- L'aoTan was supposed to do.
Mr. JCong for that was the gentleman's name, told him that he

knew how to predict what was going to happen, and that he was
supposed to teach this art to Mr. L'ao-f^an.

Mr. L'ao-Tan went home and being arespectful and filial son told
his mother everything that it happened. Mis mother wisely told him:

"Invite the gentleman to our house, but before we believe what
people tell us, wc need to first test them to make sure what they
are saying is the truth; wc do not just believe somebody because
they say"trust me."

Tbey invited Mr- rCong to their home and then asked him to
please make predictions for the immediate future, f7 verything that
Mr- rCong predicted turn out exactly as he said it would, so MrL'aoTan asked Mr- rCong to please predict his entire lifetime.
Mr. rCong then said, "Y°u will pass a such and such an examina
tion on such and such a day, and also attain a certain position.
You will not have a son. You will die at the age of fifty-three on

the 14* day of the eighth month between one and three o'clock in
the morning."

Many years later Mr. L'ao-F^an was up for promotion. Mr*. K^ong
had predicted that he would not be given a promotion until he had
received what would bc equivalent in today's measurement system,
to about 9 1?0 liters of rice. But when M**. L^ao-pan had received

only 700 liters, his name was placed for a promotion and although

everything has turned out as Mr. rO>ng had predicted, he still be
gan to doubt the predictions. But then, due to a change of per
sonnel,the promotion wasturned down and it took more years un

til Mr. LiaoTan was promoted. Me did his calculations,- he had
received 915® liters of rice. fVom then on, he understood every
thing is destined and he stopped worrying about many things.
A few years later, he went to a mountain to sit in mediation with a

Zen Master. Tbey set for three days and three nights without
sleep, food, orwater.*After this meditation, the master said to Mr.

Liao-jan: "You are very young to have accomplished this level of
meditation, how are you able to do this?" Mr- L,ao~Fran vcrM hon
estly said that he knew everything that was destined, so there was
not need to worry about things. At this, the master smiled and be
gan to laugh and said, "| thought you were somebody extraordi
nary, but actually you are very ordinary, after all. You have not
done anything to change your destiny!" T° which Mr- L'ao-pan
replied, "| didn't know we could change it." \\e then askedthe mas
ter to please explain how wc can change our destiny. Tnc master

initially told him that destiny could not bind those who cultivate
great kindness or those who are thinking only of others, and who
bave given upthoughts of selfishness.
[Sjext, the master said that he needed to correct his faults and to

seek from within. Tnc master quoted Master Mui-N^ng the

S^h Patriarch of Z.cn> and said, "A^ the fields of merit arc within
one's own heart. Jfone seeks from the true mindwithin, one can bc
in touch with all that one wishes for."

Master Yun~Cju said to Mr- L'ao-pan: "TCH mc exactly what was
predicted." Mr« L'ao-pan told him everything including that he
would not have a son orreceive an imperial appointment. Tbe mas
ter then asked: "Why do you feci you do not deserve an imperial
appointment or a son?" Mr- L'ao-pan replied that he was very
auick-tempered, very impatient, unkind, and he was ovedy critical
of others. Mc was very harsh in his speech; he would say things
purposely to hurt others or just carelessly hurt others, he did not
care.

Tbe master explained to Mr- L,ao-pan that such faults were the
9

cause of why he was not getting what he wanted, of why his life
was still so difficult. The master then taught Mr- L'ao-Pan about
cause and effect, which is the basic undedying principle to chang
ing our destiny. Wc need to understand thateverything in this life
that happens to us is not because of something external to us,
rather it is because of things that we have thought, said, or done in

our previous lifetimes, because every single one of thesewill have a
result. |t may not happen right away. The result may not come for
ten years, a hundred years, a thousand years, or a thousand life
times; but when conditions are right, the causewill generate an ef
fect. (Understanding this is crucial to changing ourdestiny.

Master Yun~Cju taught Mr- L'ao-pan that he needed to regret
all of his faults. \ji\ce Mr- L'ao-pan, first wc regret, then we find all
of our faults and then we began to change ourthoughts and be6

havior. This is not easy to do; ittakes a long time because we are
trying to break the bad habits of many lifetimes. But we need to
begin now.
Mr- L'ao-pan was very rare; he honestly told his teacher every
thing and then he sincerely did everything his teacher recom
mended. Mc did not do it for a short while; he did ft for the rest of

his life and this was how he changed his original destiny. The mas
ter told him*. "L'vc as if everything in the past dissolved yesterday
and all the future begins today. |f you can accomplish thisthen you

arc a person born anew, a person of virtue and sincerity." The
master told him to practice kindness, help others unselfishly with
out thinking of self-benefit and without any expectation of reward.
W'th this, Mr- L'ao-pan paid his most sincere respectsto Master
Yun~Cju7

M« went to pay his respects to the Buddha and Bodhisattvas
and wrote down on a slip of paper his wish to pass the imperial ex
amination and his pledge to perform three thousand virtuous

deeds, [assing the examination had not been part of his original
destiny. The master taught him that in addition to practicing kind
ness and good deeds, M*". L'ao-pan was to chant a mantra, be
cause for him thiswas the most suitable method of practice. Addi
tionally, hewas to seek purity of mind, and to stop having wander
ing wishful thoughts.

Mr. L'ao-pan left the mountain. The following year, he took the
preliminary imperial examination and his placement was better then

had been destined. \]e had already started to change his destiny.
\]e was able to sec the results so auickly because hewas trying so
diligently to improve. \\e watched his every single fault and kept

track of all of his merits and demerits, but it still took him ten years

to complete his vow of three thousand good deeds; so, there were
days that he did not accomplish one good deed! As was said pre
viously, trying to change our bad habits is very difficult.
After he fulfilled his first pledge, he dedicated the merits and then
he made a second wish and again pledged to complete three thou
sand meritorious deeds. This wish was to have a son and this had

also not been destined for him. After a few years, his wife gave
birth to a son, T'an-Qj. Mr-L,ao-pan continued to work hard to
accomplish the meritorious deeds that would enable him to further
improve his destiny.

This time he accomplished the three thousand deeds in just four
years, so he and his wife, for his wife worked very hard with him to
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fulfill the pledge, had accomplished the deeds much more auickly.
Mowever, accomplishing three thousand good deeds in four years
is still notthat outstanding although it is a vast improvement over
his previous time of ten years. Mr« L,ao-pan thought to himself
that he still was not doing enough; so, he and his wife continue to
work harder.

[\|ext, he made a wish to pass a high level of the imperial examina
tions and thistime he vowed to complete ten thousand meritorious
deeds. \~\is wife told him: "Before we were in contact with the pub
lic, we met people and had opportunities to help others. But now,
wc are living in the government residence; wc don't see people as
much, how can we possibly accomplish so many deeds."
Mr« L'ao-pan was thinking of this when he went to sleep and that
IO

night he had a dream in which a heavenly beings came to him as

sured him: "L)o not worry, your ten thousand deeds have already

been accomplished." The next morning Mr- L'ao-pan woke up
and remembered the dream. ]\e wondered how had the heavenly
being known about the ten thousand virtuous deeds and how

could Mr. L,ao-pan have accomplished the deeds so cjuickly? \\e
did not understand.

Shortly after that, when another Zen master was passing through
the town, Mr« L,ao-pan invited him to the government residence
and posed the question or whether he really could have accom
plished ten thousand good deeds in such a shorttime. After all, it
had taken him for so long, actually fourteen years to accomplish

just six thousand! The Zcn Master replied: "Ycs, if one does a
good deed with a true sincere heart without any expectation of
I I

reward, then just one deed can be worth ten thousand." The mas
ter essentially was saying what master Yun-(ju had tried to ex
plain to Mr« L'ao-pan; we will attain everything when we arc sin
cerely trying to help others.
MasterYun-Cu had taught Mr« L'ao-pan that the three ways to
reform arc to Lave a shameful heart, a fearful heart, and a deter

mined courageous heart, pirst, we need to have a shameful heart.

When we find a fault, wc do not dismiss it by saying "This is onc
of my faults, but | am human and humans have faults, so ifs okay. |
will try to do better and if| do, great! )fnot, well -Jam only human."
Wc need to feel deep feel remorse, to feci ashamed that we arc
still making mistake, when other beings have been able to correct
their mistakes, to become awakened, and to become enlightened.
The first step in sincerely trying to correct our faults is to have a
12

sense of shame. This had helped Mr« L'ao-pan when he was try

ing to correct himself. Mc was gradually learning how to stop
thinking of himself and to start helping others. "J his is reflected in
his accomplishing merits more quickly as he gradually did more to
correct his faults through feeling shame.
M's one deed that had helped so many was to reduce taxes on well
over ten thousand people. This onc act iswhat enabled him to ac

complish so many good deeds so quickly. |f Mr- L'ao-pan had not
developed a shameful heart many years before, he would not have
begun to correct his faults, and if he had not done so, ten thou

sand people would not been helped. But even this was notgoing
far enough.
Next, we need to have a fearful heart to reform. Mr- L'ao-pan had
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dreamt that a heavenly beings had spoken to him and he had won
dered how a heavenly being could have known what he was think
ing- Wc arc 'n the human realm - the human dimension, but there
are many more dimensions. There are beings around us in other
dimensions that we cannot sec. Mowevcr, some of them can see

us, some of them have the abilities to know what we are thinking
and to see everything thatwe are doing, p yen when we think that

we are alone, they are present, and this is how the heavenly being
knew what Mr- L'ao-Fan was thinking.

When we are outside in the public we tend to be on our good be
havior, to be more respectful to others. When we are with those we
live with, wc tend to relaxa little bit, to be more at case, to be a lit

tle less respectful, and a little more impolite. And when we are by
ourselves, we think that since nobody is around, we can relax for
1*

wc really don't need to try as hard. After all, we have been trying
hard all day to bc correct and polite to others; certainly, we can
relax a bitthis evening.

Wc may bc able to hide from other people because as human be
ings our abilities are very low, wc can only sec what is right in front
of us in the same room. But wc need to remember that even if we

are alone in a room, there are other beings with us. They see, they
hear, and they know everything W« need to have a fearful heart,
to know that we cannot hide anything from them. Some of these

beings are awakened and enlightened beings and they understand
when we do something wrong Butothersjust have extraordinary
abilities notgreat wisdom, and they may not understand when we

do something improper, or when we have unkind thoughts. So, we
need to have afearful heart because there are always other beings
\9

around us and they know our every thought, word, and deed.
Next, understanding this, we need to have a determined and cou
rageous heart, pirst, we develop shame and want to correct our
faults. Then, we become aware that there are beings around who
know what we think, say, and do. pinally, we become determined
that we will change; that we will be very strict with ourselves. Wc
will no longer continue to forgive ourselves - we forgive others - we
do not forgive ourselves, we are self-critical.
But while we are critical of ourselves, we need to be very careful
when correcting others. When doing so, itis bestto correct others
when no one else is around.This is difficult to do because we of

ten loose our temper and criticize other people without caring
where we are or who is present. Wc need to concentrate on cor\6

recting our own faults. Wc arc to try not to criticize others, and
when we find that wc arc criticized, it is best notto become angry

or defensive, p^ven when we feci that their criticism is unjustified,
we need to resist the desire to defend ourselves. Wc should not

do as we have done so often in the past, to immediately come up
with excuses or say, "| didn't do that, why are you criticizing me?" |f
instead, we try to say "J really do not think )have that fault now but
)need to becareful not to develop itin the future."
When people slander us or criticize us, whether true or untrue, it

helps to reduce our negative karma. Jknow it is very difficult to do
this, but this is how we began to change our faults, and changing
our faults is the only way we will be able to change what is des
tined.

W

)f we wish to know what is destined, what our future holds, we do

notneed to ask others. Think of what we did today. E)id we help
others; did we teach others something? |f we taught them then we

have planted the seeds for wisdom. |f we saw that somebody was

upset and we simply smiled at them, this was the giving of feadessness, and we have planted the seeds of health and long life. |f
somebody was working in the kitchen and we helped them, this was
the giving of wealth, for we have given of internal wealth as we
helped another with our physical strength, and we have planted
the seeds of wealth.

previously, we said that Mr- L'a°-Pan had accomplished ten thou
sand meritorious deeds with one act; but, he could have accom

plished many more meritorious deeds. |f he had done the act
through absolute complete sincerity without any thought of self15

ishness then his act could have benefited infinite people. When we
do something without any thought of self, of what is in it for me,
then we arc helping an infinite numbers of beings, because we arc
thinking as awakened beings, as Bodhisattvas think.

Mr. L'ao-pan learned that there are three methods of practice in
reforming. The first is to change through behavior. | have spoken
eariier of anger because, anger is onc of the three poisons, and
anger is so difficult for us to control. Something happens and our
anger flares up and we have lost out temper and ft is too late; we
have become angry. Wc need to think after this happens: "J be
came angry, but Jalso understand cause and effect and ] know

that when )become angry, 1plant the seeds ofanger." Again, think
about what happened today and you will know what lies ahead in
your future. If we planted the seed for feadessness, teaching and

wealth, we will have health and long life, wisdom, and wealth. |f we

were impatient, uncaring and angry today, we have planted the
seeds for misery, loneliness, and being born into the hell realms.
The master told Mr- L'aofan to not brood on what was in the
past. |f wc get into an argument with someone and then constantly
replay what made us angry, each time we think of it, we again plant
another seed for future anger. This is why the master said, "the

past is over, do not dwell on." Wc are to think about what wc did
wrong learn from it, and then forget about it. Think about what is
happening now, think about how we can correct our faults to be
sure wc do not repeat them in the future.

When wc try to correct faults through changing behavior, wc real
ize how difficult this is. Wc find ourselves snapping at someone
20

before we can catch ourselves because the anger flared up so

quickly. Actually, the anger did not just start today. Wc have
known the other person in a previous lifetime. Many lifetimes ago
onc ofyou said something to the other and without even realizing
it, you hurt the other one's feelings, and that was it, nothing else
happened.

Many years later, many lifetimes later, when that other person met
you again, he said something to hurt you and this time itwas inten

tional, but again that was it. P.ach lifetime when you again encoun
ter each other, the anger escalates. ]t is passed back and forth,
until in one of those lifetimes yelling at each other is no longer
enough, one of you will hit the other. Then many lifetimes later,
one of you will kill the other. This is why we have conflicts and
wars; it all starts from one careless comment. Wc did notthink, we
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did not mean to hurt the other person, we simply did not thinL Wc
need to understand that our irritability may seem very inconse

quential right now, but the reality is that we have once again en
abled that anger to grow.

The second way to change is through understanding. Wc under
stand cause and effect; we understand someone irritates us.

Knowing this, if 1can calm down andjust think logically jwill realize
that if for no other reason, | do not wish to continue this in a future

lifetime. This person is giving me enough trouble right now and we
are having enough difficulties right now; | do not wish this to get
any worse and | know it will get worse. S°, Ihave to stop this de
structive behavior now.

The only way we help others is through not being selfish. This an22

ger has gone back and forth and it can continue to do so getting
worse each time. The other person feels as upset, as frustrated,

and as unhappy as | do. ^or that person's sake, Jneed to sever
this anger right now. | need to understand so when the next time

something happens | can control the anger. Jf it flares up, maybe it
doesn't flare up quite as severely, maybe it doesn't last quite as
long. |n this way, we began togetsomething control.
The third way to change is from the heart. \\\r. L'aofan had re
duced the taxes and consequently he benefited ten thousand

people. But if he had acted from the heart of absolute sincerity,
hewould have benefited infinite people. To change from the heart

is to solely think of other people. Mr- L'ao-pan wrote to his son
that one of the reasons he had difficulty doing the kind deeds ini

tially and why it took him so long to fulfill his first two pledges, was
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because he knew what he should do but he was not doing it sin

cerely enough. Mc knew he do something but he would stop and
thinlc uY)oes that person deserve my help? £)o | really want to do
that?" Mc still had thoughts of himself mixed up in doing kindness
for others, he still had not understood.

When we think only of benefiting others, when we change from the
heart, we will do what others need, we will assist them in doing

whatever proper things they are doing without a second thought,
porexample, if| wished to lift up this cup but found that itwas too

heavy, without thinking | would lift it up with both hands. | do not
think about it, | do it automatically. Wc need to be this spontane
ous in our helping other people. Wc see what they are doing is
proper and good, and we automatically do everything we can to

help them. ]n this way, we will be planting the seeds for others to
1&

help us and wc will bc planting the seeds for a happier future. |t
was said eadicr, if wc want to know what lies in our future lifetimes,

think ofwhat wc did and thought today. Andwhen we go beyond
having to think about helping others, when we do itspontaneously,

wc will start to dramatically change our futures even in this very
lifetime.

Mr. L'ao-pan gradually changed his ways, but it took him a very
long time to do so. Changing destiny takes time, but wc arc the
only ones who can do this, because we are the ones who destined

what is happening today. Everything arises from the mind. Mr.
L'ao-pan had wanted to pass the imperial examinations, to have a
son, and finally to pass the highest level of imperial examinations.

Mc was destined to die at age fifty-three on the 1-4-tJl day of the
eighth lunar month between one and three o'clock in the morning.
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Mc wrote to his son atthe age of sixty-nine and died attheage of

seventy-four. Mc had not made the wish to live alonger life. What
happened? M«". L'aofan had started to change as he sought to
pass the examination, a son, and to pass the highest level examina
tion. As we try to correct our faults and wc seekto attain things,

we may reach a level beyond wishing at this point, we have gone
beyondselfishness.

Wc spoke of heavenly beings, beings in other dimensions who
know our thoughts. Buddhas and Bodhisattvas know our every
wish; they know itthe instant we give rise to it. Wc do notneed to

speak it or write it down on a piece of paper. Mr- L'aofan wrote
his book to his son T'anqi, but he had two sons in atime when hav
ing sons to carry on the family name was of utmost importance. Mc

authored several books, attained agood position with the imperial
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government, and was well respected. Mc lived along life. M's book
has been read and his name has been honored for almost five hun

dred years. Mc had reached the level beyond wishing and had
gone beyond selfishness. Mc thought only of helping others and
although he made no more wishes and pledges, his life continued
to change forthe better. Wc too can attain what we want if wc un

derstand that we need to sincerely and honestly help all other be
ings. We do not have thoughts of selfishness; we do not ask what

is in it for ourselves. Wc ask how can we help others. Wc become
cautious of everything we think, say, and do.

Mr. L'aofan's destiny was predicted. Mc had seen that the pre
dictions were correct when everything turned out exactly as Mr-

K.ong had said it would. Mr. JCong had said, "You will place in
such and such a position in such and such atest." M**. L'aofan at17

tained exactly that placement. Mr- rCong had said, "You will re
ceive a promotion after you have received 91 ^O litres of rice." Mr.
L'aofan's salary had reached exactly that amount when he re
ceived his promotion. Mc understood destiny existed. Mc went
beyond! Mc met a good teacher. |t was said eadicr that he was
very unusual; he practiced and did everything his teacher told him
to do. This is-very unusual. When most of us listen to those who
are wiser, we nod and say, "Yes, very good," walk out the door,
and gradually what we heard fades from our memory! Mr- L'aopan did not do that. Mc remembered; he was determined, nothing

was going to stop him from changing his destiny; he was going to

do exactly what his teacher said. Me was avery rare individual; so
rare that his book is still widely read several centuries after he
wrote it.
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M's teacher had said, "pind your faults, regret, and correct your
mistakes. Reform sincerely, practice kindness, concentrate the
mind, and sever selfishness." Mr- rCong had predicted what would
happen, but Mr- L'ao-pan had changed all of that! Mc had
learned that destiny can be predicted, but it is not fixed, it is
changeable. Wc, lilce Mr- L'aofan, can learn to have the shameful
heart, fearful heart, determined and courageous heart. We too,
can change first through behavior, then through understanding,

and then from the heart. When we change from the heart, we will
able to create wonderful futures, not only for ourselves but help
others to have them as well.
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THE.TLN
RLCITATION MLTMOD

The Tcn-Rcc,tatfon method is a simple, convenient, and effective way of prac
ticing £>uddha Name Recitation. |t is especially suitable for those who find little
time in the day for cultivation, practicing this method helps us to regain mindful
ness of £>uddha Am,tabha and brings us peace and clarity in the present mo
ment.

The practice begins first thing in the morning when wc wake up. We sit up
straight and clearly recite £>uddha Amitabha's name ten times with an undis
turbed mind, aloud or silently to ourselves. Wc repeat this process eight more
time for the rest of theday. Altogether, we do one round of ten recitations, nine
times a day, everyday as follows:

1•CJpon waking up
2. £>cfore starting breakfast
>. After finishing breakfast
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+. £>efore work

9- Oefore starting lunch
6.After finishing lunch
7- Before starting dinner
8.Aftc finishing dinner
9. At bedtime

Altogether, this method is practiced nine times daily. The key is regularity; dis
ruption of this practice will reduce its effectiveness. Without interruption, as cul
tivators, wewill soon feel an increase in our purity of mind and wisdom.

Diligent practice of the ~]~en-R.ecitation method, together with unwavering belief
and vows, can ensure fulfillment of our wish to reach the Western pure Lar,d of

Infinite Life and Infinite Light. We hope everyone will practice accordingly.
rjoroage to £)uddha Am,tabha
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GLOSSARY

Affliction ^1S pannao. Condition or cause of pain, distress, and suffering
which disturbs the body and mind.

Alaya Consciousness l&FgffllSSft A'aiye Shi. Qur store consciousness, the
thought database from all ofour past and present lives, good and bad.
Amitabha H38P6 Amituo. The name of the &uddha of the Western pure
Land, primarily meaning Infinite Life and Infinite Light.

Anuttara-Samyak-Sambodhi H38^MHf£H?rS§ Anouduoluo Sanmiao
Sanputi. perfect Complete E-nlightenmcnt.
Arhat PRigtSI A'uohan. One who has reached self-realization, a state in which
one possesses no erroneous views, speech, or behavior.
Asuras PRHif£$i A*'"'"0-Quarrelsome, half-gods.
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Attachments ^^f Zhizhuo. pixcd tocertain ideas or objects.

Qodhi mind ??S§'fr Puti X'n- The great compassionate and sincere mind, with
every thought to attain complete self-realization for self and others.

E>odhisattva &$& pusa. One who has vowed to attain Supreme Enlighten
ment forthemselves and all beings.

E^uddha $p po. One who has reached perfection in both self-realization and
helping others to reach realization.
Delusion 2f§J|$ \v\i Pjuo. palse beliefs and views.

Deva 5^^. Tian Z^hong. Heavenly £>eings orgods.

Dharma ££ Pa. l) The teachings ofthe £)uddha (generally capitalized in Eng
lish); 2) Things, events, phenomena, everything in the universe; and }) Duty, law,
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doctrine.

Dusts @| Cheng. Metaphor for all the mundane things that can cloud our selfnature.

Eight Afflictions Afil/ffl/S? Ba Chan/Chan pu. Absence of embarrass
ment and shamefulness, and the presence of jealousy, stinginess, misdeeds,
drowsiness, sleep, and agitation.

Eight Consciousnesses Alifc Ba Shi- E",e, ear, nose, tongue, body, mind,
Mana, and A'aya. Information from the sixth consciousness, which is themind, is
transmitted bythe seventh consciousness, which is the Mana, tothe eighth, which
is the Alaya, our store consciousness, the thought database of our karma cre
atedfrom all ourpastand present lives, zpodorbad.

Eight Emotions of Others AS3/At£fS*£ Ba Pcn^/Ba Shisu pa. pour
pairs of emotions that hinder our practice: praise and blame, gain and loss, happi
nessand suffering, and fame and disgrace.
9+

E'ght Sufferings Al? Ba ICu. As human beings, wc undergo the sufferings of
birth, old age, sickness, and death. Wc do notattain what we seek, suffer hardsnips, are parted from ourloved onesand find ourselves in the presence of those
whom we dislike or hate.

Eighth Ground Bodhisattva Aife^Si Ba Di PuSa. The eighth of the ten
stages or grounds of a Bodhisattva's enlightenment, which summarize the most

important steps in a Bodhisattva's path right before attaining Buddhahood.
Some say itis atthis level that Bodhisattvas reach the stage of Non-regression,
thelevel atwhich they will never retreat from the £>odhisattva-path.

Eon $}} Jic. 1,5^^,000,000 years. Often expressed as the time itwould take
for a mountain of solid rock of tencubic leagues to wear down ifthetipof a heav
enly maiden's delicate tunic brushed against it every hundred years. The length
of time between the creation and recreation of a wodd/universe, spanning the
period of a world's formation, existence, destruction, and non-existence. A fan
tastically longtime.
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pield of merit 8IES PuTan. Someone who is worthy of offerings; for example,
enlightened beings, monks and nuns, parents and teachers, animals and the
needy.

pifty-Two Levels of Bodhisattva Practice ^WR+ZLfeTjV&i Pusa Wushi
Er Xiuxing Q D''- Ten Beliefs (+ffShi Xin), Ten Abodes (-H£5hi Zhu),
Ten Conducts (+frShi Xing), Ten Transferences ("HUfnjShi Hui Xiang,)
Ten Grounds ("hifeShi DO, Equal-enlightenment (HfftDeng Jue), and Per

fect Complete Enlightenment (Buddhahood) (fe!>56Miao Jue)
pive Aggregates £$§ Wu Yun. Constituent elements of all existences: form

CfeSe), feeling (SShou), conception OfSXiang), impulse (ftfXing), and con
sciousness (iSShi)-

^ive Classics 5|§ Wu Jing. The f'ive Classics of Confucianism can be de
scribed in terms of five visions. The metaphysical by )Ching, B°°k of Changes

(H$£Yi Jing), political by Bookof History (SFMShu Jing), poetic byBookof
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S°ngs(j^flSShi Jing), social by Book of Kites (flSofiLi J0» and historical by
Spnng-Autumn Annals (IM^cChun Qiu).
f^ive Deadly Offenses Elzt Wu Ni- Murdering one's own father or mother,
causing a Buddha to bleed (destroying Buddha images), killing an Anhat, and
disrupting the unity of the Sangha. One who commits any of these offenses is
destined for the Av»ci Hell, the lowest of the hell realms.

^ive desires E§£ WuYu.Wealth, lust, fame, food-drink, and sleep.
Five Extraordinary Abilities E2I Wu Tong. 1. To be anywhere at will; 2.
Heavenly Eye to sec all forms without obstructon; }. Heavenly Ear to hear all
sounds without obstruction; 4\ To know the thoughts of others; and 5. To do
everything at will

pive Human Relationships E# Wu Lun. These principles taught byConfu
cius are founded on traditional moral principles. They include those between
husbands and wives, parents and children, siblings, friends, political leaders and
v

the public.

pivc ICinds of Eyes E8§ WuYan. 1Human eyes G^lHSRpu Yan); 2. Heavenly
eye G^ISTan Yan), extraordinary ability of heavenly beings to see all things
without obstruction; 5- Wisdom E.ye GBflUHui Yan), ability of Theravada sages
to perceive the principle of voidncss; +. Dharma Eye GSBRpa Yan), Bodhi
sattva's ability to discern teaching methods for guiding people; j>. Buddha Eye
0f5&&UPo Yan),to possess all of above. The last three correspond to triple truth.
The Wisdom Eye realizes thetruth ofvoidncss, the Dharma-eye discerns provi
sional methods of teaching, and the Buddha Eye sees everything in its trueJ-

nature.

^ive pure Land Sutrasand OneSastra ^±E$§—III Jingtu Wujing Y» Lun.
(l) The Buddha Speaks of the Infinite L'fe Sutra of Adornment, Purity,
Equality, and Enlightenment of the Mahayana School (The Infinite L'fe Su
tra); (2) The Amitabha Sutra; (}) The Visualization on the Infinite Life Bud

dha Sutra; (4) "Universal Worthy Bodhisattva's Conduct and Vows", from the
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plower Adornment Sutra; (^) "The Chapter on the Perfect Complete Realiza
tion of Great Strength Bodhisattva through Buddha Name Recitation" from
the Surangama Sutra; and (6) the Rebirth Treatise.

Five Virtues TTffi* Wu Dc- Confucian virtues of gentleness, kindness, respect
fulness, thriftiness, and humility.
Pour Books E3S Si Shu. Grcat Learning (^^Da Xue), Doctrine of the
Mean (^KfZhong Yong), Analects (|&|5Lun Yu), and Mencius Cr£-?"Meng
zo.

pourStages of Enlightenment (Arhatship) in Thcravada Buddhism OKI S'
Guo. l) Stream-enterer (^P6fflS/AJ?E Xutuohuan Guo/Ru L,u). By de
stroying various wrong views, onc enters into the flow of Dharma-naturc. 2.
Once-rcturncr (#fP6^:S/—ffi/—2fc Situohan Guo/Yi Liu/Y'' Lai). By de
stroying obvious afflictions, oneis subject to rebirth only once more in the heav
enly realm. Then one descends to the human realm once more before final libera55>

tion from reincarnation. }. Non-returner (MJ!$t|JR/^3§/^2fc Anahan duo/

Bu Huan/Bu La0- B".destroying subtle afflictions, one isno longer subject to
rebirth in the Desire Heaven Realm. +.Arhat (ffiMM^k/^Q. Aluohan Quo/

Bu Sheng ). By destroying all afflictions, onc is no longer subject to reincarna
tion.

pourStudies E3^fe S' Jiao. Confucian studies of virtuous conduct, speech,
skills for earning a living andthe arts.

pour(Jniversal Vows of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas EHSA^PBI S' Hong Shi
Yuan, (l) Sentient beings are innumerable, jvow to help them all. (2) Afflictions
arc inexhaustible, )vow to end them all. (>) Ways to practice arc boundless, | vow
to master them all. (+) Enlightenment is unsurpassable, |vow to attain it.

Good portune jj§$6 Pu Bao. Happiness, intelligence, wellbeing, prosperity,
etc. The great benefits of the human and celestial realms; therefore, they arc
temporary and subject to birth and death.

Hungry Ghost Scjfe E Gui- One oftheThree Lower Realms. Hungry ghosts
wander in a limbo-like state in which they can find nosatisfaction fortheir desires,
especially but not exclusively, for their hunger orthirst. Onc iS reborn there be
cause of greed.
K.arma/Cause and pffect Ijl YeESJfl Yn Guo. Conseaucnces result from

thought, speech, and behavior. K.arma mainly applies to intentional thoughts.
Mahayana ;A?ft Da Cheng. One of the two major branches of Buddhism, it is
the £>odhisattva path of helping all sentient beings to attain F nlightcnmcnt.
Merits and Virtues 5tr!j§ Gong De. They arc accumulated by doing good
deeds selflcssly without expectation of reward, wandering or discriminatory
thoughts,or attachments.

Mindfulness of Buddha ^^ Nian F°- Initially the mind remembers the Bud
dha and does not forget. After further cultivation, one constantly contemplates
the Buddha.

Nine Realms A!?- Jiu Jie. The ten realms minus the Buddha realm.

Non-regression ^jJl Bu Tui. One who will never retreat from the B°dhisattva-

path. Jt is not reached until attaining at least the eighth of the ten grounds of a
Bodhisattva.

Patriarch jfflSP Zu Shi. pounder of a school and his primary successors in the
transmission of its teachings.

Phenomena 4§Mfl Shi Xiang. Things, events, happenings, everything in the en
tire universe.

Practice Guidelines ^^E^ffil?! X«'uxue Wuda Ganglin. l) The Three
Conditions (H^§San Pu); 2) The S'x principles of Harmony (Ta^QL'u He); })
The Three Learnings (H^, San Xue); -f) The Six Paramitas (7\{8Liu Du);
and jO Universal Worthy Bodhisattva's Ten Great Vows (~f"^C®Shi Da
Yuan).
+1

Prajna-Wisdom fSffi^Wk Boruo Zhihui. Intuitive wisdom.
pratyekabuddha IffJ'W Pi Zhi F°- Onc who attains his enlightenment alone by
meditating on the principle of Twelve Causations, independent of a teacher,
with the objective of attaining Nirvana for him/herself.
precepts $£ Jie. Rules set up by Buddha Shakyamuni to guide his students
from erroneous thoughts, speech, and behavior.
pure Mind or purity of M'nd Jff^P'fr Qingjing Xin. The mind without wandering
and discriminatory thoughts and attachments.

Retribution 38J5& Bao Ying. rCarmic punishment from erroneous thoughts,
words, or deeds.

Root of GoodnessUfil Shan Gen. Good qualities or seeds sown in a good
life to bc reaped later.
+9

Saha world ^SUSI?. Suopo Shijie. Refers toour solar system, filled with suf
fering and afflictions, yetgladly endured byits inhabitants.

Samadhi HB?fc San Mei. proper enjoyment. (Jsually denotes the particular
final stage of pure concentration and contemplation. There arc many degrees
and typesof Samadhi.
Sangha fi^Hl Seng Tuan. A group of four ormore people who properly prac
tice theBuddha's teaching together, especially the S,x Principles of Harmony.
Sanskrit $£3£ panWen. A language of ancient India.

Sastra f& Lun. Commentaries on sutras that are primarily written by Bodhi
sattvas. Most translations use the word treatise for sastra in the title.

Self-Nature §14 Z» Xing. Our original, true selfthat we still have, but is cur
rently covered by deluded thoughts.
-H-

Sentient-being JJjc^i Zhong Sheng. A living being that is self-aware and that
can experience feeling orsensation.
Sharira ^j^U"^* She Li Zi- Relics that remain after cremation indicating the

person had attained some degree of purity of bodyand mind.

Six Paramitas TvK Liu Du. Giving OffrAfeBu Shi), self-discipline (if^fSScChi
Jie), patience (S^Ren Ru), diligence (IS^Jing Jin), deep concentration (Jj3p5£[
Chan Din^, andwisdom (®^Zhi Huf).

Six Harmonics /Nffi§fc L,u He Jing. l) Share the same views and goals. 2)
Observe the same precepts. }) Live and practice together harmoniously. 4)
Accord with others and do not cjuarrcl. ^) Experience the inner peace and
happiness from practicing the teachings. 6) Share benefits harmoniously.

Six Realms TaJM Liu Dao. Three upper realms are heavens, asuras, and hu
mans. Three lower realms are animals, hungry ghosts, and hells.

Six Senses 7a*£ L'u Jing. Sight CfeSe), sound (SPSben), smell (ffX'ang),
taste (^Wci), touch (fifiChu), and thought fefepa). External.

Six Sense Objects 7a§£ L,u Chen, porm CfeSe), sound (SpShen), scent(§
Xiang), taste (RfcWei), texture (jffiChu), and thought ftfepa). Internal.

S,x Sense Organs Asfll Lu Gen. Eyes, cars, nose, mouth, body and mind
object.
Strcam-entercr. (See pour Stages of Enlightenment in Theravada Bud
dhism.)

Sutra |§ Jing. Teaching by the Buddha, initially given verbally, later compiled
and written down by the Buddha's students.
Ten Directions ""h^J Shi pang. North, Northeast, East, Southeast, S°uth,
Southwest, West, Northwest, above and below.
+6

Ten Virtuous Conducts +#H Shi Shan Yie. No killing PRS&5" Sha
Sheng), stealing (^#& Bu ToDao), sexual misconduct (^JP^ Bu X'eYin),
lying (/fi^M Bu WangYu), abusive language Pf^gCT Bu E ICou), bearing
talcs OTMS Bu LiangShe), seductive words (T$fil Bu QjYu), greed C^H"
Bu Tan), anger 0TIJI Bu Chen), and ignorance (T#5? Bu Chi).

Ten Great Vows of (Jhiversal Worthy Bodhisattva 'SR-f-^Bi puxian Shi
Da Yuan, l) Equally respect all beings and things. 2) praise the virtues and

kindnesses of others. }) Make offerings extensively and respectfully. +) peel
deep remorse forour faults thatobstruct us from seeing ourtrue-nature and vow
not to repeat them, j) Rejoice in every virtuous deed and do not harbor jealousy
or hinder others. 6) Reaucst those who truly practice to widely propagate the
teachings. /) Ask teachers to remain in the wodd and to guide us. 8) Tirelessly

uphold the Buddha's teachings in our every thought, word, and deed. ?)Accord
with those who are proper and patiently wait for the opportunity thatallows usto

guide those who arc not. lo). Dedicate the peace and happiness gained from
practicing the above deeds to all living beings, hoping that they will attain the un
surpassed understanding.
+7

Ten (Dharma) Realms +2t/+ffi|?- Shi Dao/Shi pajic. S1'* Realms plus the
pour Sage Realms of Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, Pratyekabuddhas, and Soundhearers.

Theravada Buddhism /Jn^I X'ao Cheng. The path of strictly abiding by the

precepts. The objective is to attain realization for him/herself. |t is often called
the path ofthe elders and is primarily practiced in Southern Asia and the west.
Three Conditions Hf§ San pu. The pirst Condition is to: A) Bc filial to

one's parents, B) Bc respectful to one's teachers and elders, O Bc compas
sionate and not kill any living beings, and D) pollow the Ten Virtuous Con
ducts. The Second Condition isto: E) Take theThree Refuges, p) Abide by

the precepts, laws and customs, and G) Conduct oneself in a proper and digni
fied manner. The Third Condition is to: H) Give rise to the Bodhi mind, |)

Deeply believe in the Law ofCause and Effect and that chanting "Amituofo" is
the cause and attaining Buddhahood is the effect, J) Recite and uphold Ma
hayana sutras, and K) Encourage others to advance on the path to Enlighten
ment.

Three Dharma Agcs- ffiSHBff^J payun San Shidai The Dharma perfect
Agc CEffiZheng pa) began with Buddha Shakyamuni's demise and lasted five
hundred years, during which Enlightenment was often attained. The Dharma
Semblance Age G8$£ X'ang pa) began after that and lasted one thousand

years, during which Enlightenment was seldom attained. The Dharma Ending
Age (^cfe Muo pa)thatwe are now in began afterthatand will lastforten thou
sand years during which Enlightenment will rarely beattained.

Three ICarmas H^ San Ye. Created by our body (J|\Shen), mouth (PjCou),
and mind QKY0-

Three Lands H±, San Tu.When we are bom into the pure Land through the
state of Constant Mindfulness, we will be born into the Land where B°th
Sages and Ordinary Beings Dwell Together. With the state of One Mind

(Jndisturbed in Mindfulness, we will bebom into the Land Where Everything is
Temporary. With the state ofO^ Mind (Jndisturbed in Enlightenment, we will
be bom into the Land of Real Reward.

Three Learnings zi^ San Xue. Self-discipline ,deep concentration, and wis
dom.
4?

Three Levels of Achievement. HSUSISfc San Zhong Chengjiu One M'nd Un
disturbed in Enlightenment (3—'CPFSL LiY'Xin BuLuan), One Mind (Jndisturbed in Mindfulness Oflf—'L^SL Shi Y'Xin BuLuan) and Constant Mindful

ness CSj^cJt Gongpu Cheng pian).

Three poisons H?8 San Du. Greed (j|" Tan), anger (Bj| Chen), and ignorance
csiao.

Three Refuges HfiS San Gui. We take refuge in the Buddha, Dharma and
Sangha. When wc take refuge in the Buddha, wc arc returning from our de

luded state of mind and relying upon an awakened, understanding mind. When we
takerefuge in the Dharma, we are returning from deviated views and relying upon

proper views and understanding. When wc take refuge in the Sangha, wc arc re
turning from pollution and disharmony and relying upon purity of mind and the
Six Principles of Harmony.

Three Relationships. HStBSHi&Sanzhong Guanxi. These three relationships
taught by Confucius are among humans, among humans and spirits, and among
humans and the nature.
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Three periods of Time zr.tft San Shi. Past, present, and future.

Transliteration fSilfYin\\. The representation of letters orwords in the corre
sponding characters of another alphabet, sothe original sound isretained.
Virtues. See Merits.

Wandering Discriminatory Thoughts and Attachments
jEc^S^SO^^
Wangxiang penbieZhizhuo. Afflictions thatcloud ourtrue nature.

Way Place JH^I Dao Chang. (Jsually called atemple, a place where Buddhist
practitioners come to practice. A way place is also called a Learning Center.

Western pure Land SH^tftJ?- Jile Shijie. The world created by Buddha Ami
tabha, which is an ideal place of cultivation, for those who are bom there are no
longer subject to reincarnation.
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DLDICATION Or MLRIT

May the merits and virtues accrued from this work
Adorn the Buddha's pure Land,

Repaythe four kinds of kindness above,
ARd relieve the sufferings of thosein theThree paths below.

MaM those who see and hear of this,

AHbring forth the heart of understanding
And live the teachings for the restof thislife,
Then be born together in the Lar|d of (Jltimate E>li5S.
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B£ Mutdful of the kXkwIi^css of others,
Rspfly the klktdkv«ss With c^ratltudt.

Lovu^, lok^g ago, a file of chariots rumbled o[uic\zly across*
the plali/t late o^ve sprliA^. The soldiers wore spartell^vg armor.
Ba^u^ers fluttered l^the breeze. Following them, c-flme several

generals, with theirswords «ktd spears. They were followed by
a beautiful chariot. 3lttl^ l^the chariot was the great vcinq
of Chu. every year the kXia^j toote a trip through his felkvgdo\M. to Inspect his la»A,d, to hu^vt, to tral^ his troops, avuA to
get out of his stuffy old palace.
The kilktg had a general called ya^ who Is very famous*

for his archery, even, kvow, over two thous>a\^d years* later, peo
ple still remember what a good shot he was. tte v^tver missed.
The Kx\m$ trusted him. "Durlktg the great hu^t, the rabbits,

deer avuk all the wild ai/tlmals rav^ here avui there iv^ pai/tlc,

but nowhere was safe from the arrows, of c^e^tral yang. if he
shot oia£ hundred times, he hit his target om huvuXred times.

oia, the plain was a huge old tree. As* they passed, the sol

diers heard a noise. TViey saw a^ ape In the brashes above
their heads, itjumped uf avut down disrespectfully, mocking
the hunting soldiers, (t even threw a nut at them.

"o\zay, I'll teach you a lessor/ said a\^ archer as* he aimed
at the ape. But as* he shot his arrow, the ape dodged, av^d the
arrow hissed harmlessly through the brashes. A shout of
laughter went up from, the troops.

"Luctey/ sorted the soldier, "rate that!* r+e shot aether
arrow, avid this, time the a^e didnt dodge - It snatched the ar
row out of the air! Then It suuffed the arrow contemptuously
before breaking It In two.

Now the soldiers, were very mad. They shot arrows, at It,
2

but the ape was so clever avid so ^ulck that It caught their ar
rows In mid-air avuX motived them, even more.

When the King saw how disrespectful the ape was, he or
dered general yang to go shoot down the smart-aleck ape.
The ape seemed to uvuierstavid, because as soovi as general

yang rode toward the tree, the ape began to cry. Tears rolled
down Its face, avuk It sobbed avid cried very plteously.
The King astetd, "Why is the a^e crying?" general yang
answered, "It must know that my arrows v^ever miss, so vio
matter how cuvivuvig It may be, It must die now, at your
highness' command. That is why It is crying/
The King hung his head In thought. H-ow sad the ape was!
All the other animals must be suffering too. His royal heart

filled with com^assiovi. He told general yang to put away
his weapons, avid called off the hunt, so that vio more anl9

ma Is would be hurt.

When he returvitd to his capital ahead of schedule, all the

people there fouvid out that the King had been moved by avi
crpe's tears. The people were all very happy to have such a kind
avid loving King, so they worked very hard for their coun

try, avid from, then ovi, Chu was strong avid powerful for
hundreds of years.

A TURTLE'S <qRATTTHr>6

during the Chin dyviasty ofthe fourth cevitury, there was
a middle-aged mavi called Kung. He was avi official for the

government, but he had practically the lowest official posi
tion In the whole government. His position was low, avid so
was his pay. Times were very difficult for him.
Ovice he saw a turtle someovie was getting ready to eat. He
felt sorry for It, so he bought the turtle avid took It to the river
avid there he let It go. The turtle seemed to uviderstavid that

Kung had saved It from the soup. As It swam away, It kept
looking back at him. Kung watched It until he couldvi't see

It aviy more.
years later, he had reached a better position. Leading
troops, he c\uelled a rebellion avid for his great deeds, the em9

peror raised him to the ravik of Lord, a high avid powerful po
sition.

The official Insignia for the ravik of Lord is a metal seal.

When Kung was promoted, the royal artisavis cast a seal for
him, but for some reasovi, It came out with a turtle ovi top,
avid the turtle was looking back over its shoulder. They
thought that was strange, so they melted the seal down,
made a new mold, avid cast It again, but It still came out

with a turtle looking back over its shoulder! The artisavis

tried over avid over again, every time they made the mold

very carefully, then everybody Inspected It. every time, the
mold was fine, but every time they cast the seal, It came out
with a turtle ovi top of It, avid every time, the turtle's head
was looking back over its shoulder!

The artisavis thought this was uvicaviviy. They decided to
6

go to the new u>rd avid see what he thought about It. They

knelt In frovit of him, avid said, "My Lord, as directed by our
emperor of Tevi Thousavid years, we have tried to make a seal

for you as a sign of your new ravik, but every time we cast
the mold, the seal comes out with a turtle ovi top. The turtle Is
always looking back over its shoulder/
"Carry ovi/ Kung directed. "t>o It over again/ The arti
savis followed his commavid, but ovice again, the seal a^peared with a turtle ovi top, looking back over its shoulder.
Kung was perplexed. The news of this strange occurrevice

spread, avid eventually reached the royal ears ofthe emperor.
The emperor called Kung In to explain why his seal al
ways came with a turtle, but Kung was at a loss to explain.

Ovi his way home, Kung suddevdy remembered something.
"The next day In court, he reported, "your Hlghness's loyal
7

minister has considered the mavivier of the seal avid the unex-

plalnable turtles. Perhaps I have fouvid a reason.
"Many years ago, this minister happened to see a fisher
man preparing to cook avid eat a turtle he had caught. This
minister felt sorry for the turtle, avid so purchased said tur
tle from, the fisherman avid released It In the river. The turtle
seemed to uviderstavid, for It swam along the surface of the
water avid looked back as if In gratitude.

"Your Highness has currently granted me the ravik of
Lord; the official seal has a turtle ovi It; this must be a sign

that l have had the opportunity to win such favor from, your
Highness due to the gratitude of that turtle, which must have

moved H-eaven ovi my behalf/
The emperor told the court, "Those who do good will rea^
good rewards. The.Lord Kung Is avi excellent example/

CHeN^ TAN<^ ANV> THe NeT

More than 3>,500 years ago, there was a very kind and
wise emperor. He was called Cheng Tang, every year he trav
eled around his empire to visit all of his people and see if there
was anything the government could do for them..
One beautiful day, the birds were singing and the ani
mals were enjoying the nice weather. TVie Emperor smiled as
he heard their pleasant calls. Then he saw huge nets spread
where all the animals would get caught. He heard a trapper

fraying in a loud voice and this is what the trapperfrayed:
"May all the birds In the sky;
May all the animals on the ground;
May all the beasts from north, east, west and south,
Come into my net;
9

Let not one of them escape!"

emperor Cheng Tang was upset to find such a greedy,
heartless trapper, but he was also a very wise monarch. He
did not command the trapper to stop hunting, instead, with

his own Imperial hands, he took down three sides of the nets,
leaving only one side.
The trapper wondered what was going on, but he couldn't
just go up and punch the emperor. Then he heard emperor
Cheng Tang fraying out loud and this is what the emperor
frayed:

"May all who wish to dodge to the left, dodge to the left;
May all who wish to dodge to right, dodge tothe rightMay all who wish to go over the nets, go over the nets;
May all who wish to duck under the nets, duck under the
nets;
10

May only those who do not wish to live any more
enter my nets."

with this, the trapper realized that he had been greedy
and wjean. He told everyone how kind their emferor was, so
all the people trusted Cheng Tang. The dynasty that he
founded, ruled China for over Q>oo years.

i i

T2LUI CHAN ANT> THe FISH

Tzu Chan was a statesman who lived during the spring

and Autumn period, some Q.,500 years ago. Confucius
praised his wisdom, highly. Tzu Chan was so smart and so
kind that Chinese people still honor him, even today. He
helped the poor and rescued those in danger. He enjoyed do
ing good, and In particular, he never liked to kill anything.
one day a friend sent Vim a present, several live fish.
TViey were fat and looked delicious. They would certainly
make a wonderful meal! when Tzu Chan received this glfb,

he was very grateful that his friend was so thoughtful. He
accepted the gift happily. Then he called his sen/ant.
"Take these fish and put them In the fishpond In the
yard."
12

His servant said, "Master, this kind offish Is a very rare
delicacy, if youput them In the fishpond, the water Is not as
clear as a mountain stream's, so their flesh will not be as

soft, and they will not taste as good, you should eat them
right away."
Tzu Chan smiled. "I am the boss here. <^o do as you are
told. How could l murder these poor, innocent fish just for the
sake of their taste? f couldn't bear to do that."

The servant had to obey orders. As she foured the fish Into
the pond, she told them, "B>oy, you sure are lucky fish! if you
had been given to anybody but my master, you would al
ready be cooking for dinner by now!"

\9

TH-S T>eeVL THAT SAVev> ITS R.6SCK6R.

TVie murmuring brook in the green forest flowed past glo
rious wlldflowers that decorated the area around the little
house there.

TVie sun shone high in the sky. Suddenly, a deer raced
into the courtyard of the house where a little boy was play
ing. TVie deer hooked the boy's clothing with Its antlers. This

scared the little boy so much he let out a howl that brought
his mother running out to see what was wrong, she came out

just In time to see the deer running off toward the moun
tains with her little boy.
she was horrified! she ran after the deer as fast as she

could go, and not too far away, she found her little boy sit
ting safely on the grass, when he saw his mother, the little
14

boy laughed and stretched out his arms to her. she scoofed
him up. she was so happy she began to cry.
She hurried back to their home with her very frecious son.
When she got there, she stopped dead in her tracks, amazed
at what she saw. The huge tree in back of their house had
fallen over while she was out chasing after her son. The whole
house was crushed under its enormous weight. TVie walls were

squashed, and all the roofing tiles were smashed into powder.
TVie chickens and dogs in the house were all dead, if she and

her little boy had been In the house...
Then the little boy's mother remembered the day about a
year before. A deer fleeing a hunter had run into her house.
She felt sorry for the poor, frightened deer, so she quickly
covered It with some clothes, when the hunter rushed in after
It, he couldn't find It. He figured It must have gone out the
\9

back door, so he kept chasing It, and when he was far, far

away, she uncovered the deer and let It return to the forest.
TVie deer seemed to understand that she had saved its life,

because as It left, It kept bowing Its head to her, as If thank
ing her for her compassion, she never imagined that the deer
could remember her kindness. That deer somehow knew the

tree was going to fall and crush her, so It came back to show
Its gratitude.

Whenthe boy's mother remembered all this, she thought,
"saving the life of anotherIs the same as saving your own
life."

\6

eLepHANTS t o Tne mescu.e

Some two thousand years ago, in a river in ancient India,

there was a pond full offish. They lived happily In the clear
water. They jumped and swam, orjust floated around enjoy
ing their watery home.

B>ut then for a long time It didn't rain and every day
some more water evaporated.-The fond had almost dried up. if

the pond dried up, all of thefish would die under the hot, dry
sun.

The sun kept beating down on the dry earth. An old man
haffened to walk by and he saw that the water was almost
gone. His heart filled with compassion, f-te went straight to
the king and said, "TVie water in the fish's pond Is almost

dry; the fish are in great danger, if It pleases your majesty,
W

you might send twenty elephants to carry water to save the
fish."
The king was a Buddhist, as soon as he heard the old

man's request, he said, "it Is wonderful that you have such a
kind and merciful heart. c*o to the royal elephant stables
and take as many elephants as you need to carry water to
save those poorfish."

When the old man heard the king's reply, he took his two

sons to the royal elephant stables. He selected twenty of the
best elephants. Then he went to the breweries and borrowed as
many skins as he could - in India in those days, \ic\uor was
stored and transported In skins, getting the skins, the three

led the twenty elephants to the biggest river In the region,
and filled all the skins with water. Then the twenty royal

elephants carried the heavy skins filled with water to the

fishpond, and they foured all the water Intothe pond.

After many trips, the pond was again full, just as It had
been before the drought. The fish In the pond were savedl

They leapt and played and swam, back and forth.
When the old man saw how happy they were, and watched
the ripples on the surface of the water's, all of the worries and
sadviess that the long years had gathered in his tired old
heart were immediately swept away.
As the day turned into night, he and his sons cheerfully
led the twenty elephants back to the royal stables and then
they wentto tell their king their good news.

i?

THe BIRjys REWARD

"During the Han dynasty, about two thousand years ago,

there lived a family called yang. They were farmers, and
had only one child, who was so precious to them that they
named him. Treasure.

yang Treasure was not only clever, kind, and quick
witted, but he was also very good looking with his clear eye

brows and bright eyes. His farent shaved all of his hair off
except for two locks on the top, which they then tied Into two
knots, everybody agreed that he was very cute.
yang Treasure loved nature. He spent a lot of time play
ing In the forests of the nearby Mountain. One day when he
was nine years old, he was playing outdoors as usual. Sud
denly he heard a cry above him. He looked up and saw a
10

hunting owl had just snatched a little bird, out of the air.
The owl was so startled to discover someone watching It hunt
that It dropped the bird, which fell to the ground. The bird

was so dazed that Itjust lay there without moving.
Ants then came to take It away for food. The bird had
been hurt by the owl's claws and the fall to the ground, so It
couldn't move, yang Treasure ran over and picked the bird
uf, brushing off the ants. He took the bird home and raised
It In a bamboo cage.
He loved his little bird. He fed It flower petals and tended

to Its wounds until It was strong enough to fly. Then he took
It to the forest and let It go. He told It, "you're free now! But
watch out for owls! goodbye!!"
Not long afterwards, he had a strange dream.. A child
dressed in brown clothes came to thank him for saving his
21

life, f-te presented Treasure with four priceless white jade
bracelets, l-te said, "Sir, I am an envoy of the H-eavenly
<£ueen. you have saved my life. I would like to show my

gratitude by presenting these four Immaculatejade bracelets
to you, with my blessing that your children and grandchil
dren be as spotless as pure jade, and that they hold posts In
the top ranks of the government."
yang Treasure did not want to take the gift, but the little

boy dressed in brown Insisted, so he finally took the brace
lets. As soon as he did, he woke uf and found It hadjust been
a dream. "That sure was a strange dream," he thought as he

shook his head, yang Treasure's sons, grandsons, greatgrandsons, and great-great-grandsons were as spotless as

fure jade. For four generations, his descendants all held
posts In the top ranks of the government.
22

My lap is yoKR.peR.cH-

Long ago, an old, old hermit lived deep In the woods. He

was so kind that he never killed any living creature, one
day he was sitting under an ancient tree.just as he began to
meditate, he felt a gust of wind coming towards him. "That's
strange," he thought, and opened his eyes. He saw a little
bird sitting In his lap. The bird was not at all flustered to be

sitting there, in fact, It was ^ulte at home, as if It were perch
ing on a twig. The hermit recited the Buddha Amltabha's

name, and said to himself, "So you think my lap Is a perch?
Well, then, I can hardly refuse. Amitabha, this Is good. This
Is good."

Then the little bird curled uf and went to sleep, right there
In his lap. The hermit was afraid to disturb Its dreams, so he
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began looking Into his own heart, and immediately entered

a very deep state of meditation.
Much later, he left his meditation state, but the bird was

still sleeping soundly. He didn't move, because he didn't
want to bother It. H-e said very quietly, "Amltabha.just keep
sleeping, you canfly away when you've slept your full."
Finally, the little bird woke up. it flapped Its wings and
stretched Its legs, it chirped quietly a few times. Then It
straightened Its feathers with Its beak, and flapped Its wings
a few v\A.ore times. Only then did It fly away.

When It had flown away, the old hermit got to his feet. He
watched his little friend until It was out of sight. Then he
left the tree and went backto his little hut.
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SAVING THe DRAGON KIND'S SON

once there was an old doctor named Sun. He was very
kind, especially to animals.
While he was taking a stroll outside the village one fine

autumn day, he happened to see two children who had caftured a snake. They were playing with It, and the snake was
so exhausted that It was almost dead. The old man couldn't

bear to see even a snake die, so he got some money out of his
pocket and bought the snake from. them. Then he took It to
the edge of the pond and let It go.

A few days later, he was sitting In his study. He dozed
off. before long, he saw a man dressed in green come in. The
man asked Sun to go with him.. Sun went, and the man

took him to an awesome palace, everything was spick and
2-9

span. Sun had no idea where he was.
When v>r. Sun and his guide came into the main hall, a

very Important looking man came out. He looked very impe
rious. He addressed Sun, saying, "My son was outplaying,

if you had not saved him, sir, I am afraid that my son
would not have gottenaway with his life.'
The man that had his servavOzs serve a feast for their hon

ored guest. After the feast, the father presented jewels and
treasures to Sun, but the doctor didn't want any. The father
Insisted, so finally Sun said, "( have heard that In the Crys

tal Palace of the T>ragon King," for by now he had figured
out where he was, 'there are many extraordinary medicines
which can cure all Illnesses and ailments which people con

tract, if you would be so kind as to transmit a few of your
special prescriptions so that I might save suffering people,
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that would be an act of great merit."
The dragon King, as the father turned out to be, im.m.edi

ately got outjade tablets Inscribed with 36 prescriptions and
he gave these to old Sun. After he received the prescriptions,
V>r. Sun returned to his study. He woke with a start. He real
ized It had beenjust a dream..

But the funny thing Is that from then on, whenever he
treated a patient, no matter how serious the patient's Illness

was, the patient was cured lm.rn.edlately. In this way, Sun
saved many, many people.

2-7

TH-5 SAM I who mesc\A.ei> THe ANTS

A little monk who is not old enough to become ordained is
called a 'saml.'

once there was a little saml who studied Buddhism with a

very wise Teacher. He was a very good student. He was re
spectful, sincere, and obedient. He learned very quickly.
The Teacher was so wise that he could foretell the future.
The Teacher knew from, the beginning that his little student

could not live very long, one day he counted and realized
that the little student had only seven days left to Vive. He felt
very sad.
He called the little sami to him and said, "Little saml, you

haven't seen your mother for a long time. Ithink you need a
vacation, you run on home and visit your mother, and come
is

back eight days from now." He did this so at least the little
saml could die in his ownparents' home.

When the little saml left, the Teacher was very sad. He
thought he would never again see his little student.

eight day later, who should show up but the little saml!
His Teacher was delighted, but he was also puzzled, because
the little student looked wonderful. He didn't look like some
one who had been about to die.

Finally, the Teacher decided to find out what had hap

pened. He told the boy, 'Son, I have foretold the future many
times, and I have never been wrong. Isent you home because
you were doomed to die within seven days, but the seven
days have already fassed. Not only are you still alive, but
you look great. The image ofdeath has left you. How did you
do this?'
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The little saml was thunderstruck. He didn't have any
idea how to answer his Teacher, so the Teacher ev±ered the set

tled state of meditation. Before long, he understood:
"Son, on the way home, did you save some ants?"

"yes, Teacher, on the way home ( saw a whole bunch of
ants trapped by some water. They were about to drown, so i
got a piece of wood and rescued them.."
"That's It, then, your kind heart has earned you a long

life. The wise men of old said, 'saving one life earns more
merit than building a temple, a pagoda of seven stories/ you
have saved hundreds of lives, so you will live a very long
time.

•you have earned a good future, but you still have to keep
working to save living creatures. Sfread the message of the
Buddha. Teach all people to be comfassionate. Tell everyone
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notto kill living creatures. Let all animals Vive infeace."
The little saml never forgot his Teacher's words. He worked

very hard and became a great monk. He lived for a long,
long time.

9\

THe mother. v>ee-R~

The forest was very still In the early morning. The rising
sun lit uf the earth, the forest, and the plains. The moun
tains glowed with a beautiful light, and the water glistened

on the ripples In the stream, everything was peaceful.
Suddenly a man appeared. He hurried across the stream,
and reached a meadow. He stopped and looked around him,
as if he were looking for something. This man had a strong

face, big ears, eyebrows like swords, and eyes like a tiger's.
He had an adventurer's hat on his head. He held a bow in his

left hand and his quiver of arrows hung on his right hip. He
looked vigorous, tough, and lively. He loved the great out
doors, and he especially loved hunting. His name was shu.

He spotted a fawn coming out of the forest. Shu smiled
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and viocked an arrow. zXf\ The fawn fell over almost as soon

as the sound of the bow-string was heard. Shu was froud of
his good shot.Just as he was about to go pick up his game, he
saw the fawn's mother running to her child.

When the mother deer saw what had happened to her baby,
she whimpered and cried, and licked her baby's wound.
Shu had never effected this to happen. He watched as the
mothertended her baby, but Shu's aim. had been too accurate.
The wound was too deep, and before long, the little deer died.
when the little deer died, its mother fell down dead, as

well, shu was amazed. He couldn't figure out why the
mother deer had died, too. He took out his hunting knife and
cut ofen her corfse to find out what was wrong.
He saw that her organs, that everything inside of her had
broken Into tiny pieces! The mother deer was so sad that her
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baby had been killed that everything Inside ofher had burst
from her sorrow.

Shu then became terribly sorry for what he had done.

Right away, he broke his bow across his knee and threw his
arrows Into the stream. He left his home and went deep Into
the mountains to find a Teacher. He worked hard for many

years and finally he became a great Buddhist, a great peace
maker.
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A r>RA^ON in r>is<qujse

There was an old man named chu. He was well over slxtw.

He had done many good things throughout his life. In the
old days, transportation was very difficult. He donated
money to have roads made and bridges built so people could

get arouvid more easily. People In need could always count
on him for help. His neighbors had many good things to say
about him..

One day he saw a fisherman on his way to the market to
sell a carp he had caught. This beautiful fish had red mark

ings as bright and warm, as afire in the winter, its eyes were
as shiny as stars in the sky. old Chu thought It would be a
shame to eat such a beautiful fish. He bought the carp for a

good price and put It In a fond. He felt very good about that.
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But chu was an old man, and nobody lives forever. Not
long after that, he felt weak, very light-headed, and very
sad. He thought he might not live much longer. As he was

lying home sick, a little serving boy came in, and said,
"Mister Chu, my master has sent me to Invite you to eat with
him."

old Chu didn't recognize whose serving boy It was, but he
thought getting out of bed might do him good; a meal out
might Lift up his spirits. He followed the boy. "I must really

be sick," he thought as they made their way, "everything
looks hazy, and glowing In a golden light."
Before long, he found himselfstanding In front of an or
nate palace with carved pillars and painted beams. A sign
over the front door read, "The Crystal Palace".
"strange! isn't that the name of the dragon's falacel"
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wondered Old Chu.

In a few moments, out came his host, a m.ost Impressive
man with thick eye-brows, long eyes, and five long strands
of whiskers. He looked lively and powerful, yet virtuous. Af
ter they had chatted a bit, old Chu found out that his host
was none other than the v>ragon King himself!

Together they enjoyed a royal feast. The dragon King told
old Chu, "One of my sons was out fooling arouvid the other
day, and was kidnapped by a bandit who was going to mur
der him! Fortunately, you were there to save him. For this we
are most grateful.

"Actually, your time on this earth Isjust about up, but be
cause you have rescued a dragon in the guise of a fish, uou
have earned the right to live longer. I have prepared this sim
ple dinner to express my gratitude, and explain this to you."
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old Chu humbly replied, "I hardly dare to accent your gener
osity. From, now on, t will do even more good deeds to show
my deep gratitude."
After their feast, old Chu woke uf in bed with a full stom
ach, "(t must have been a dream," he told himself. *But If It

was a dream., why am (so full?"

He did many more good deeds, and died peacefully many

years later without any sufferivig at the age of one huvidred
and twenty.
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GENERAL MAO ANV> THe THR.TL5

About 1,600 years ago, there was a kind-hearted Confu
cian scholar named Mao. once, before he had fassed the Im
perial examinations and become a government official, he

happened to see a fisherman on his way to the market to sell
a turtle. Mao vao Immediately bought the turtle, but instead
ofeating It, he took It to a \Kearby lake and let It go.
Later, Mao became a very powerful general. But, even the
very best generals lose sometimes, and one time general

Mao's forces were beaten and they had to run for their lives.
The enemy was following hot on their heels, general Mao
was running as fast as anyone else. He reached a great lake,
but there were no boats around, and there was no bridge.
There was no way to cross the water, general Mao couldn't
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swim, and anyway, he was dressed in battle armor, which
would carry him straight tothe bottom.
He looked back and saw the enemy was almost on top of
him. He sighed and said, "The heavens have abandoned mei"

Rather than fall Into enemy hands, general Mao fre^ared
to take his own llfe.Just as he was about to commit suicide,
he noticed something huge come to the surface of the water,
and float over close to the shore where he was preparing to kill
himself.

He had no time to worry about what was floating In the
lake. The enemy was coming closer and closer, general Mao
decided, "if I kill myself here, the enemy will capture my
corfse. This will disgrace my country and my emferor. It
will be better for me to throw myself into the lake so they

cannot find my body." With that, he leaped Into the water of
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the lake. He was surprised for he landed on something. Then

he started to move away from, the shore, across the lake, to the
other side, c-entral Mao was astonished.

The enemy reached the lake. They yelled, they howled they
shot arrows at general Mao, but he was already out of range.
The arrows fell harmlessly Into the water and didn't touch
him. general Mao looked down and discovered he was stand

ing on a huge turtle! The turtle took him to the other side of
the lake, general Mao got off and went uf the bank. The tur
tle came to the surface and nodded to him. Then It sank back

into the water and swam away.
Then general Mao remembered; many years before, he had

saved a turtle and released It in a lake - this very lake! Now,
In his time of need, the turtle had come to rescue him: a life
for a life!
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Bees PR.evBNT A MlSCARRJA^e OFjUSTICe

one day a bartender In a tavern happened to see that there
was a bee drowning In one of his liquor kegs. He felt sorry
for the little bee, so he lowered a chopstlck to the bee so It could
climb out. He put the chopstlck down and watched as the bee
dried out. it flapped it wings so they could dry out faster.
Then, when It was all dry again, It flew away buzzing bus
ily.
After that, the bartender noticed that quite a few bees were

attracted by the smell of the liquor; they fell In, and
drowned. From then on, he kept an eye out for them, and res
cued many bees.
This went on for many years. One day, he was startled
when bailiffs from the court marched into his tavern. Wlth42

out a word of explanation, they handcuffed him and
marched him off to the court, when he got there, he discov
ered he had been framed, some caftured bandits who held a
grudge against him said that the bartender was one of their

gang. The judge In charge of the case had him hauled In to
behead him with the rest of them.
The bartender protested that he was Innocent, but the ban

dits had already said he was guilty, so the authorities as
sumed he was guilty. The bartender's heart went cold. He
saw the mainjudge pick up the red brush used for writing
out the death sentence.

Just as the malnjudge picked up his brush to write, a loud
buzzing was heard coming closer, getting louder and louder.

A great swarm of bees came flying in the window and
landed onthejudge's red brush! Thejudge waved the brush to
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shake them off, but more and more bees came. They didn't
sting, but they wouldn't go away, either.
The judge thought this most extraordinary. He mused:
"Perhaps these bees are here to prevent a miscarriage ofjus
tice."

At that, the main judge questioned the bandits again,
and found contradictions in their testimony. He grilled
them over again. This time he was sure that they had almost
executed an innocent man.

ovdy when thejudge called off the bartender's death sen
tence did the swarms of bees fly away. Then thejudge asked
the bartender If he knew why the bees had come to save him.
"I really don't know either, your honor, maybe It's because
I have saved lots of bees that almost drowned in my liquor

vats. They come to the smell. Then they fall In and can't get

out. when l see that, Ialways save them. Now, i guess they've
come to save me."

"This Is truly wonderful! you have had a narrow escape.
Always remember that you owe your good life to your good
deeds. Remember to do all the good deeds you can. you are

sure to enjoy good fortune in the future."
Thejudge's words proved true. The bartender kept doing
all the good deeds he could. His business got better year after
year. He lived a long, happy life, and died peacefully, a very
rich man.
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INDICATION OF MeRIT

May the merits and virtues accrued from, this work
Adorn the Buddha's "Pure Land,

Repay the four kinds of kindness above,
And relieve the sufferings of those In the Three Paths below.

May those who see and hear of this,
All bring forth the heart of understanding
And Vive the teachings for the rest of this life,
Then be born together In the Land of ultimate Bliss.
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"vvherever theBuddha's teachings haveflourished,
either in cities or countrysides,

people would gain inconceivable benefits.
The land andpepole would be enveloped in peace.
The sun and moon will shine clear and bright.

Wind and rain would appear accordingly,
and there will be no disasters.

Nations would be prosperous
and there would be no use for soldiers or weapons.

People would abide by morality and accord with laws.
They would be courteous and humble,

and everyone would be content without injustices.
There would be no thefts or violence.

The strong would not dominate the weak
and everyone would get their fair share."
-THE BUDDHA SPEAKS OF

THE INFINITE LIFE SUTRA OF

ADORNMENT, PURITY, EQUALITY
AND ENLIGHTENMENT OF
THE MAHAYANA SCHOOL-

GREAT VOW
BODHISATTVA EARTH-TREASURY

( BODHISATTVA KSITIGARBHA )

" Unless Hells become empty,
I vow not to attain Buddhahood;
Till all have achieved the Ultimate

Liberation,

I shall then consider my Enlightenment
full!"

Bodhisattva Earth-Treasury is
entrusted as the Caretaker of the World until

Buddha Maitreya reincarnates on Earth
in 5.7 billion years.
Reciting the Holy Name:
NAMO BODHISATTVA

EARTH-TREASURY

Karma-erasing Mantra:
OM BA LA MO LING TO NING SVAHA

Vvith bad advisorsforever left behind,
Frompaths ofevil hedepartsfor eternity,
Soon tosee the Buddha ofUmitless Ught
Andperfect Samantabhadra's Supreme Vows.
The supreme andendless blessings
ofSamantabhadra's deeds,
I now universally transfer.
Mayevery living beings drowning andadrift,
Soon return tothe Pure handofUmitless Ught!
—The Vows ofSamantabhadra—

I vow that when my life approaches its end,
All obstructions willbe swept away;
I will seeAmitabha Buddha,

And be born in His Western Pure hand of
Ultimate Bliss and Peace.

When reborn in the Western Pure hand,

I willperfect and completelyfulfill
Without exception these Great Vows,
Todelight andbenefit all beings.
—The Vows ofSamantabhadra
Avatamsaka Sutra—

